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Povzetek 
 
Glavni cilj pričujočega magistrskega dela zajema problematiko modeliranja in optimizacije sinhronskega reluktančnega motorja s ciljem znižanja valovitosti 
statičnega navora z uporabo statistične metode načrtovanja poskusov. V prvem delu naloge so bile primerjane lastnosti omenjenega električnega stroja z ostalimi najpogosteje uporabljenimi stroji v današnji industriji. Sinhronski reluktančni motor je bil primerjan s pogosto uporabljenimi motorji kot so: DC motor, asinhronski motor, PMSM, BLDC, SRM (Tabela 1). Primerjava je pokazala, da ima sinhronski 
reluktančni motor zelo dobre lastnosti pri preobremenitvah, nudi dobro zanesljivost 
in ima dolgo življenjsko dobo z nizkimi vzdrževalnimi zahtevami. V nadaljevanju 
magistrske naloge sledi še podrobnejši opis delovanja sinhronskega reluktančnega motorja v primerjavi z hibridnimi različicami tega tipa motorja. Sinhronski 
reluktančni motor ima enako statorsko obliko kot konvencionalni asinhronski motor, z enako konfiguracijo navitja. Razlikuje se po zgradbi rotorja, ki je lahko zgrajen na 
tri možne načine: prva možnost je, da rotor sestoji iz polnega železa, sledita možnosti 
prečnega in vzdolžno lameliranega rotorja iz mehko magnetne pločevine. V literaturi 
sem najpogosteje zasledil prečno lameliran rotor, saj ima dobre mehanske lastnosti in 
ponuja dobre možnosti pri dizajniranju in znižanju valovitosti navora. Prečno 
lameliran rotor ima umeščene magnetne pregrade (zračne reže), katere so izrezane iz 
pločevine. Ti izrezi predstavljajo pregrado za prehod magnetnega polja, tako da 
nastane povišana magnetna upornost oz. reluktanca v eni smeri rotorja (v q-osi), kar 
omogoča vrtenje rotorja in distribucijo navora na rotorsko gred. V rotor sinhronskega 
reluktančnega motorja je lahko umeščenih različno število magnetnih pregrad, z 
različno širino in obliko. Postavitev in dimenzije pregrad so ključnega pomena za distribucijo navora, vključno z valovitostjo le tega. Če v magnetne pregrade vstavimo 
še trajne magnete, pa dobimo hibridno različico, katera omogoča višji povprečni 
navor in hkrati boljši faktor delavnosti. Druga hibridna verzija združuje lastnosti asinhronskega motorja, kjer je v zračne reže umeščena kratkostična kletka. Ta verzija 
omogoča samostojni zagon motorja ob priklopu na mrežo. Ko se vrtilna hitrost 
rotorja približa vrtilni hitrosti magnetnega polja, potegne rotor v sinhronizem in od tega trenutka naprej se vrti s sinhronimi vrtljaji. Zadnja hibridna različica združuje 
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lastnosti obeh predhodno naštetih hibridnih različic, kjer del magnetnih pregrad 
zapolnjujejo trajni magneti in del kratkostična kletka.  Po principu delovanja spada sinhronski reluktančni motor med sinhronske 
stroje, saj se vrti sinhrono s statorskim vrtilnim poljem. Sinhronski reluktančni motor 
je poimenovan po njegovi unikatni lastnosti (»reluktančni«), saj razvije navor 
izključno na podlagi razlike magnetne upornosti (reluktance) rotorja. V osnovni 
različici rotor ne vsebuje niti navitij niti trajnih magnetov. Zaradi tega sinhronski 
reluktančni motor nima električnih izgub v rotorju. Poleg tega sinhronski reluktančni motor nudi robustem dizajn, nima težav s preobremenitvami in je cenovno zelo konkurenčen z ostalimi tipi strojev. Poleg navedenih prednosti ima ta motor nekaj pomanjkljivosti, med katerimi je najbolj izrazita valovitost navora. Na podlagi tega dejstva sem se odločil, da se v 
magistrski nalogi osredotočim na znižanje valovitosti navora. Na podlagi pregledane 
razpoložljive literature sem ugotovil, da obstajajo različni pristopi za znižanje 
valovitosti navora. Študija je pokazala, da ima geometrija motorja (še zlasti rotorja) pomemben vpliv na nivo valovitosti navora. V okviru magistrske naloge sem zato 
preučil možnosti zmanjšanja valovitosti navora z ustrezno izbiro geometrije rotorja, 
pri čemer konfiguracije statorja nisem spreminjal.    Celotna geometrijska analiza rotorjev je bila izvedena s programskim orodjem Ansys Maxwell, ki omogoča numerično modeliranje in analizo na podlagi metode 
končnih elementov. Numerični model je bila zgrajen v dveh dimenzijah (2D), zaradi 
osne simetrije motorja in hitrejše numerične analize (nižje število elementov). Najprej je bila narisana oblika statorja na podlagi standarda IEC 100/4.936 (Kienle Spiess), kateri ima 36 statorskih utorov. V modelu je bila določena pločevina M800-50A (glej dodatek – Appendix A) tako za stator, kot za rotor. Glavni izziv izgradnje 
modela sinhronskega reluktančnega motorja je bila v izgradnji rotorjev (različice z eno, dvema, tremi magnetnimi pregradami). V vseh treh primerih je bilo potrebno 
definirati magnetne pregrade na način, da jih je bilo možno spreminjati za potrebe parametrizacije v postopku numerične analize v Ansys Maxwell-u. Vsaka magnetna pregrada je v osnovi definirana z dvema parametroma (z razdaljo od gredi do 
pregrade in širino pregrade). Vsaka posamezna pregrada je opisana z desetimi 
točkami, katere povezujejo omenjene parametre. Vse definicije točk so podane v 
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tabelah 3, 5 in 7. Ko je bila izrisana geometrija, določen material, je sledila definicija robnih pogojev, navitij in vzbujanja. Navitje je bilo razporejeno enoplastno po utorih, 
ob določenih predpostavkah. Motor je bil med numerično analizo vzbujan z enosmernim tokom, kjer je bila prva faza na maksimalni vrednosti, ostali dve na 
minus polovici (ob faznem kotu 90°). Tako vzbujanje je bilo določeno, ker je v tej 
magistrski nalogi potekala analiza statičnega navora. Med analizo smo obračali rotor po kotno stopinjo in opazovali spremembo statičnega navora. Kot izhodno veličino 
smo dobili statični navor v odvisnosti od pozicije rotorja. Že iz te karakteristike se je 
videla različna prisotnost višjih harmonikov v signalu, kateri kažejo na valovitost navora.  V nadaljevanju so bili pridobljeni podatki obdelani z Matlab-om (analiza 
valovitosti statičnega navora) in Minitab-om (statistično metodo načrtovanja poskusov za optimizacijo stroja). Sledila je izvedba parametrizacije, da smo dobili 
boljši vpogled, kako vpliva sprememba pozicije in širine magnetnih pregrad (ločene analize za oblike rotorjev z eno, dvema in tremi pregradami) na obliko navora. Po 
končani parametrizaciji je sledila obdelava dobljenih signalov statičnega navora z Fourier-ovo transformacijo (FFT), katera je omogočila analizo višjih harmonikov, ki 
predstavljajo valovanja navora. Za analizo višjih harmonikov v signalu navora je bila napisana skripta v Matlabu, ki se nahaja v dodatku (Appendix C). Analiziral sem 
samo prvih dvajset višjih harmonikov, kateri so bili najbolj kritični v vseh primerih. 
Po končani analizi višjih harmonikov je sledila priprava na optimizacijo. 
Optimizacijski postopek je bil usmerjen k doseganju najboljših lastnosti motorja, kjer je bil optimizacijski cilj nastavljen k doseganju najvišjega razmerja med najvišjim 
povprečnim navorom in najnižjo valovitostjo navora. Uvedeni so bili štirje scenariji, kateri so zajemali različne kombinacije višji harmonikov v kombinaciji z osnovnim harmonikom. V predzadnjem koraku so podani rezultati optimizacije po statistični 
metodi načrtovanja poskusov. Ta metoda je zelo pospešila dosego končnega modela, predvsem pri dizajnu s tremi pregradami (večje število parametrov). Vsi parametri so bili spreminjani tri-nivojsko s ciljem, da preiščemo prostor (presek rotorja) in 
umestimo magnetne pregrade na način, da bo zadoščeno prvotnemu optimizacijskem cilju. V zadnjem koraku so bile primerjane vse rešitve dizajnov (z eno, dvema in 
tremi magnetnimi pregradami) in na podlagi primerjave je bil izbran najboljši dizajn. 
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 Končna primerjava vseh pridobljenih rezultatov statistične metode načrtovanja 
poskusov je pokazala, da je najboljši dizajn z dvema magnetnima pregradama glede na zastavljeni optimizacijski cilj.  
Ključne besede: Sinhronski reluktančni motor, Ansys Maxwell, električni stroji, metoda končnih elementov, optimizacija z uporabo statistične metode 
načrtovanja poskusov,  znižanje valovitosti statičnega navora  
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Abstract 
  The main objective of this Master thesis is torque ripple reduction which causes mechanical vibrations, shortens bearings lifetime, acoustic noise, etc.  The torque ripple reduction is approached by analyzing (i.e. Torque ripple characteristics) the impact of different rotor geometries on resulting SynRM torque ripple. The rotor geometry was modified by changing the following parameters:  - number of magnetic flux barriers,  - position of magnetic flux barriers with respect to the shaft (i.e. distance between the individual barrier and the shaft),  - and widths of each individual barrier.  The state-of-the-art practice for solving these issues is to use Finite Element Method (FEM) numerical modelling. The FEM numerical modelling enables torque calculation, magnetic field density distribution and it applies parametric analysis, while the optimization process is based on Design of Experiments. This Master thesis includes three different rotor configurations with three different magnetic flux barrier variations, while the stator configuration was initially defined. The main goal was to reduce the number of parameters in the FEM numerical analysis with respect to the reduction of required computation efforts. Based on the output results obtained in this Master thesis the recommendation for Synchronous Reluctance Motor with the reduced torque ripple are given.   
Key words: Synchronous Reluctance Motor, FEM numerical modelling using Ansys Maxell, Electrical machine modelling, electrical machine optimization using Design of Experiments, torque ripple reduction

 1 
1     Introduction The Synchronous Reluctance Motor (SynRM) gets its name from a unique feature, it rotates based on reluctance torque. The SynRM does not have any excitation winding or permanent magnets. The reluctance torque is used in other kinds of electrical rotating machines, however, there is no main source of the torque except for the switched reluctance machine [1]. It sounds promising since the main advantages of the SynRM are the following: no winding on the rotor side, no magnets, cheaper design, reduced losses, etc. If it was simple to build and use the SynRM then all existing induction motors would be replaced with reluctance motors, however reality is slightly different. It is true that without a rotor winding there are no electrical losses on the rotor side. Nevertheless, it has several other challenges which have to be taken into consideration during the design and optimization process. Among the major problems that still need to be resolved are torque ripple and low power factor.  I took on the challenge and decided to work on the reduction of the torque ripple for my Master thesis. Within the first part of the thesis I made an overview of the existing literature on existing approaches and different strategies for the SynRM torque ripple reduction in order to meet requirements which are necessary for different applications such as automotive, industrial automation, and so on [2]. According to the literature the torque ripple could be reduced by using different mathematical modelling and optimization strategies [1, 2, 3]. The Finite Element Method (FEM) based numerical modelling and simulation tools are among the most often used for the mathematical modelling of complex geometrical and material properties of SynRM configuration. I therefore chose a commercial software, Ansys Maxwell, whose solver is based on the FEM numerical modelling.  
2 Introduction 
 
According to the theoretical and experimental work found in the available literature, the rotor geometry has the major impact on the torque ripple of the SynRM [11]. I therefore decided to study different rotor geometries and their influences on the static torque ripple signal, which means that for each rotor geometry (one, two, and three barrier configuration) the static torque (T) dependency on the load angle    () (i.e. T() function) was calculated. With the goal to find the most suitable geometry that would result in the reduction of the SynRM torque ripple, I performed an optimization method based on Design of Experiments where the Taguchi method was applied. Results of the mathematical modelling and the optimization process with which the goal to find the best SynRM rotor design were carried out will be presented in the following chapters of the Master thesis. 
1.1   Evolution of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor The SynRM has a long history as illustrated in Fig. 1. These motors were developed by the end of the 19th century in the era when Nikola Tesla established the first patent for his induction machine. Nikola Tesla put a lot of attention into alternating current systems. The alternating current was at the time the best solution to transfer electrical energy at long distances due to the ease of using of high power transformers. For the same reason more attention in following decades was spent developing AC machines which could be driven directly from the power grid. The Synchronous Reluctance Motor cannot start by directly connecting it to the power grid, which was a key reason why development of the SynRM was stopped for several decades until power electronics appeared in the late 80’s of the last century [4, 5].        Figure 1: SynRM evolution [4] 
  3  
2     Theoretical background and operation principles of 
Synchronous Reluctance Motors In this chapter the theoretical background and the most important operation principles of different types of Synchronous Reluctance Motors will be introduced.  The SynRM is an electrical motor driven by alternating current on the stator side. Its rotor rotates in synchronism with the applied stator magnetic field. The rotational speed is related to the magnetic field frequency and the number of pole-pairs.  The Synchronous Reluctance Motor has the same stator winding configuration as a conventional induction motor, which results in reduced manufacturing efforts. However, the main difference between the SynRM and the induction machine is in the rotor design since the SynRM rotor does not have windings and thus it does not need an excitation source. Based on that fact the SynRM has reduced power losses compared to the induction motor.  The most important parameter of the SynRM is the ratio between the inductances in its direct-axis (d-axis) and quadrature-axis (q-axis) since this defines the machines basic characteristics such as the torque and the power factor. The SynRM torque is produced based on an applied magnetic field from the stator excitation and difference in reluctances in the d-axis and q-axis of the rotor [3].  Although the SynRM belongs to the synchronous-machine-group, the basic type of the SynRM operates mainly in the motor mode. However, different SynRM hybrid solutions exist which combine features of the basic type of the SynRM with features of other types of electrical machines. These features enable the hybrid SynRM to operate with higher performances either as a generator or as a motor.     
 
4 Theoretical background and operation principles of Synchronous Reluctance Motors 
 
2.1   Basic type of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor The basic type of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor consists of the stator (standard configuration as it was stated in the previous chapter) and the rotor which has a specific configuration which determines the performance of the motor. The SynRM rotor has to be designed in a way that the maximum ratio between inductances in the d-axis and the q-axis is obtained [6]. This ratio can be calculated by Eq. 2.1:  𝜉 = 𝐿ௗ𝐿௤                      (2.1)   where  
Ld  is the inductance in the d-axis, 
Lq  is the inductance in the q-axis.          The Power Factor (PF) is in direct correlation with the saliency ratio and it is expressed by Eq. 2.2 [7]:  𝑃ܨ = 𝜉−ଵ𝜉+ଵ (2.2)   Furthermore, the electrical torque of the SynRM is expressed by Eq. 2.3 [7]:  ௘ܶ௟ = ݉ ∗ 𝑝 ∗ ܫௗ ∗ ܫ௤ ∗ ሺ𝐿ௗ − 𝐿௤ሻ (2.3)   where  
m is the number of the phases, 
p is the number of the rotor poles, ܫௗ is the stator current in the d-axis, ܫ௤ is the stator current in the q-axis.  In order to precisely calculate the inductances, the material properties have to be taken into account. Normally materials are not magnetically linear and therefore numerical methods have to be used in order to perform the accurate calculation [8].  The SynRM has an important design factor, the so-called torque ripple which describes the quality of the distributed electrical torque [9]. It is defined by Eq. 2.4: 
௥ܶ𝑖௣௣௟௘[%] = ௠ܶ௔𝑥 − ௠ܶ𝑖௡௔ܶ௩௥ ∗ ͳͲͲ (2.4) where  ௠ܶ௔𝑥  is the maximum value of the electrical torque in the observed time interval, ௠ܶ𝑖௡  is the minimum value of the electrical torque in the observed time interval, ௔ܶ௩௥   is the average value of the electrical torque in the observed time interval.  
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Three basic SynRM rotor configurations exist:  - simple salient pole rotor,  - axially laminated rotor,  - and transversally laminated rotor.     Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c illustrate the salient pole rotor, the axially laminated and the transversally laminated rotor, respectively.      Figure 2: (a) simple salient pole rotor, (b) axially laminated, and (c) transversally laminated rotor [10]  The simple salient pole rotor can be manufactured with a low budget. It has high robustness for the high-speed operation, however it has limited possibilities for the torque ripple optimization due to its specific shape. The axially laminated rotor offers the best performance in terms of the average torque distribution and the power factor. This rotor type is not preferred due to the complexity of the rotor manufacturing and the reliability at high rotational speeds. The last and the most frequently used shape (Fig. 2c) is the transversally laminated rotor, which consists of steel layers. From these layers the magnetic flux barriers are shaped. These barriers are then filled with air in the basic type of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor.  The transversally laminated design has enormous possibilities according to its geometrical design, and it is the most convenient for manufacturing. The transversally laminated rotor consists of steel layers (lamellas) which are cut with a laser or punched. This design offers a significant reduction of the torque ripple due to the higher flexibility of the barriers positioning. The proper number of magnetic flux barriers in combination with the proper stator configuration gives the best performance of the SynRM [6]. Besides all of the benefits of the axially design, it has inconvenient drawbacks such as complex and expensive construction. The transversally laminated rotor with the proper barrier configuration is typically used in manufacturing because of the easier assembling on the shaft and robustness at high rotating speed [2].   
(c) (b) (a) 
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2.2   Hybrid types of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor The SynRM has basically two possible hybrid solutions which combine the features of the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) and the induction motor. These hybrid solutions intend to improve drawbacks of the pure SynRM design [10].  The most common way is to insert permanent magnets into magnetic flux barriers of the transversally laminated rotor. This solution is called Permanent Magnet Assisted SynRM (shortly – PMASynRM). The PMASynRM offers an increase of the electrical torque (Eq. 2.5) and significant power factor improvement. It has the following impacts on the SynRM features [11]: - increased torque density per unit of volume,  - and higher power factor that results into the smaller needed freq. converter. 
௘ܶ௟ = ݉ ∗ 𝑝 ∗ ሺܫௗ ∗ ܫ௤ ∗ (𝐿ௗ − 𝐿௤) + 𝜆௠ ∗ ܫௗሻ 
 
   (2.5)    where  𝜆௠ is the magnetic flux provided from permanent magnets, placed into the barrier.  Fig. 3 shows one possible way how to insert magnets in the magnetic flux barrier. The proper amount of magnets has to be chosen and they need to be placed in the right position to get the best performance. Placing magnets in the q-axes causes reduction of the inductance in quadrant direction. This leads to saliency ratio improvement.  The improvement differs based on PMs material. Ferrite magnets are cheaper compared to rear-earth magnets but they have limited performance. It is true that rear-earth magnets offer better performance but they have issues with demagnetization at thermal runaway [10].            Figure 3: PMASynRM rotor cross-section [10]  
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The second option is the line-start SynRM type where the SynRM and the induction motor are merged. This solution includes the addition of the squirrel-cage which is implemented in magnetic flux barriers of the SynRM rotor. These barriers are filled with either aluminum or copper. According to functionality it has the same behavior at the line-start like the induction motor. When it reaches a speed close to synchronous the magnetic force pulls the rotor into synchronism. The steady-state operation is the same as any synchronous machine and all features of the squirrel 
cage are disabled since the motor runs in synchronism with the stator’s magnetic field [11]. The last option is a combination between the SynRM, the PMSM and the induction motor where some of the magnetic flux barriers are filled with aluminum or copper and in the remaining barriers the magnets are inserted. This solution combines both features such as line-start and improves torque distribution and power factor due to the additional excitation from permanent magnets. The rotor cross-section of the SynRM-PMSM-IM is shown in Fig. 4 where the grey rectangles are copper bars and the red ones are permanent magnets [11]. 
2.3   Comparison of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor with other 
frequently used motor types The comparison of different types of electical motors such as DC Motor (DCM), Induction Motor (IM), Brush-Less DC motor (BLDC), Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM), Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM), and two types of the SynRMs is given in Table 1. The  motors are compared with respect to the key criteria such as cost, torque, size, reliability, etc [2].  The main SynRM competitor is the induction motor, which is widely used in different applications due to its high efficiency, ease of use, reliability and reduced price and maintenance requirements. The induction motor has the best performance at rated speed. However, it has significant drawback at low-speed operation because of high rotor losses in the squirrel cage. For the wide-speed-range applications an additional cooling system is required to keep the motor within a safe operational Figure 4: SynRM-PMSM-IM cross-section [11]       
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condition. At this point the SynRM has better properties due to the rotor configuration which does not produce any electrical losses. In terms of   power density, the BLDC and PMSM are the better choices for automotive applications. However, both motor types use permanent magnets which have several drawbacks such as price fluctuation, demagnetization risk, eddy currents, flux saturation, etc. In addition, motor drives with permanent magnets have an unique issue with cogging torque which results in undesirable noise and vibrations [2].  
Rating criteria: (+) advantage, (0) neutral rating, and (-) disadvantage Table 1: Comparison of different types of electrical motors [2]        Machine               type  Criteria    DCM IM BLDC PMSM SRM SynRM PMASynRM PM - hybrid Cost 0 ++ - - + ++ + 0 Torque/power density - 0 ++ ++ 0 0 + + Efficiency - + ++ ++ + + ++ + Manufacturability ++ ++ + 0 ++ ++ + - Reliability - ++ + + ++ ++ + + Size/weight/volume - + ++ ++ + + + + Overload capability - + + + + ++ ++ ++ Robustness 0 ++ + + ++ ++ + + Field weakening ++ ++ - + ++ ++ ++ 0 Thermal limitations 0 + - - ++ ++ + - Noise/torque ripple  - ++ 0 ++ - - 0 + Lifetime - ++ + + ++ ++ + + Future potential - ++ 0 ++ ++ + ++ ++  The Table 1 shows that the SynRM is well positioned compared to the other types of electrical motors. It has many advantages such as no rotor bars, reduced material cost and assembling/manufacturing efforts. It reduces the rotor weight and subsequently the rotor inertia which is attractive for high dynamic applications. The SynRM is best in terms of overload capability. However, SynRM has an inconvenient weakness due to the torque ripple which creates noise and vibrations. The torque ripple can be reduced in the design phase as already mentioned above.  
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2.4   Future perspectives of Synchronous Reluctance Motors I believe that the SynRM has a bright future due to its rapid development and due to the continuously increasing efficiency requirements for electrical machines. In addition, both SynRM types (pure and hybrid type) are expected to be more frequently used in the next decades due to the limited sources of permanent magnets [2]. SynRM will find a place in low-cost and high-efficiency home appliances due to the key requirements for the consumer market. This is particularly the case in the EU where new efficiency classification standards are defined. The EU Energy Label was applied for the majority of white goods on the European market [12].   The SynRM fulfills requirements IE3, and in good designs also IE4. Fig. 5 shows the efficiency comparison for rotational electrical machines between classes IE1, IE2, IE3, and IE4 for four pole electrical machines according to the output power. The main efficiency improvement is obtained for low power machines. These electrical machines are often used in home appliances and industry [13].                           Figure 5: IEC Motor efficiency classes [14]Power [kW] Efficiency [%] 
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3     Motivation and problem identification The Synchronous Reluctance Motor has had rapid evolution in the last 3 decades due to its frequency control systems. The control system consists of electronic components which are continuously improving and their price is decreasing over time as well [14]. The SynRM is targeting highly efficient and price driven applications such as white goods as well as different industrial applications. The SynRM has a good potential to replace induction and universal motors due to the features listed in Table 1 [2]. However, SynRM has several design challenges which have to be considered during the design process. Despite of the number of SynRM advantages several inconveniences still persist such as torque ripple, poor power factor and manufacturing issues.  The main objective of this Master thesis is torque ripple reduction which causes mechanical vibrations, shorts bearings lifetime, acoustic noise, etc [9]. In the literature, different approaches are reported on how to reduce the torque ripple, such as using different types of winding configurations, stator and rotor shape optimization, inserting permanent magnets into the rotor [3, 10]. In this Master thesis, the torque ripple reduction is approached by analyzing (i.e. Torque ripple characteristics) the impact of different rotor geometries on resulting SynRM torque ripple. More precisely, the rotor geometry was modified by changing the following parameters:  - number of magnetic flux barriers,  - position of magnetic flux barriers with respect to the shaft (i.e. distance between the individual barrier and the shaft),  - and widths of each individual barrier.  
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4     Design concept of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor In this chapter theoretical background, design challenges, and the design concept of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor proposed in this Master thesis will be described. Namely, it identifies the main design parameters that have to be considered in the design procedure in order to improve the properties of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor. Design of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor can be approached in different ways and should be adapted to the application where the motor will be used at the end. Namely, each electrical machine has to be particularly designed for the conditions where the motor typically operates. The key design parameters of the SynRM are:  - torque ripple,  - efficiency,  - power factor,  - and average torque distributed to the shaft.    The optimum value of these parameters plays a key role in obtaining a good performance, reliability and safety operation of electric motors  [6]. 
4.1   Torque ripple concerns The main design challenge of the SynRM is the torque ripple which depends on geometry of the motor and consequently on the magnetic field density [15]. The magnetic field density is influenced by stator and rotor geometrical configuration. The magnetic field density in the air gap is changed by passing the stator´s slot and the stator´s tooth, and passing the magnetic flux barrier (see Figs 6 and 7). 
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la = 0 mm la = 10 mm la = 20 mm la = 30 mm la = 40 mm la = 50 mm la = 60 mm la = 70 mm 
Fig. 6 illustrates the cross-section view of the magnetic field density (B) distribution in the three-barrier Synchronous Reluctance Motor. The marked points in the figure indicate the locations in the airgap. The marked values (la) in Fig. 6 fit to values on the x-axis in Fig. 7 which illustrates the magnetic field density in the air gap according to the position on the arc (Length of the arc: 70 mm).              Figure 6: Magnetic field density across the one fourth of the three-barrier design  Fig. 7 shows the radial magnetic field density throughout the airgap changes with respect to the positon of the rotor magnetic flux barriers and the stator slots and the stator teeth in the model shown in Fig. 6.               Figure 7: Magnetic field density in the air gap la  [mm] 
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4.1.1 Torque ripple reduction The reduction of torque ripple  represents one of the main challenges in the SynRM design. The most frequent approach to torque ripple reduction is to perform analysis with tools such as Finite Element based numerical modelling. In a study [16] of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor a detailed comparison was made between different combinations of the stator-slot-number and pole number to obtain the highest main torque and the lowest torque ripple. The study demonstrated that these requirements can be achieved with the following: - a higher number of poles decreases the average torque, - the torque ripple is reduced significantly by the increase of the stator slots, - a higher number of magnetic flux barriers does not have influence on the average torque, and - the appropriate combination of stator and rotor configuration.   In addition to this study several other studies showed that the torque ripple strongly depends on the SynRM geometry. These studies also reported that the torque ripple still presents drawback of the SynRM.   The objective of this Master thesis was to investigate different geometrical configurations of the SynRM rotor in order to better understand the phenomena of the torque ripple of this electrical machine. The stator configuration was initially defined and fixed with 36 stator slots for all rotor configurations, in all design cases during the modelling and optimizing of the SynRM.  
 4.2   Design methods for the Synchronous Reluctance Motor In electrical motor design the following approaches can be used: analytical study, FEM numerical modelling including optimization, and prototyping. The cheapest and the fastest way is to perform an analytical study based on analytical mathematical equations/models. This method gives a rough estimation of the machine performance, but for more accurate modelling the FEM numerical modelling should be used. The FEM numerical modelling enables a more accurate calculation and analysis of the magnetic parameters with respect to the complex geometry and nonlinear material properties, and torque ripple acquisition [8].     
4.2.1 Analytical study of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor 
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 This section describes how the analytical study is approached. Fig. 8 shows the equivalent electrical circuit which is often used in order to simplify the SynRM behavior. It consists of two circuits: the left one presents the circuit in the d-axis and the right one in the q-axis [15].       Figure 8: Equivalent circuit of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor [15]   The circuits in Fig. 8 are expressed with Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2 [15]:           𝑉ௗ = ܴ௦ ∗ ܫௗ + 𝐿ௗ ∗ ܫௗ − ߱௥ ∗ 𝐿௤ ∗ ܫ௤  (4.1)            𝑉௤ = ܴ௦ ∗ ܫ௤ + 𝐿௤ ∗ ܫ௤ − ߱௥ ∗ 𝐿ௗ ∗ ܫௗ   (4.2)    where 𝑉ௗ, 𝑉௤ are the stator voltages in d-axis and q-axis, respectively, ܴ௦ is the stator winding resistance, ߱௥ is the mechanical angular velocity of the rotor.   In order to calculate the torque capability of the SynRM the inductances in the direct and the quadrature axis have to be calculated. One possible way is to calculate inductances through the flux linkage which is expressed by Eq. 4.3 for the one phase (phase a) [15]. 
 ߰௔ = 𝑁௣ℎ ∗ ݈௨ܵ  ሺ ∫ ܣ𝑧݀ܵ − ∫ ܣ𝑧݀ܵ 𝑆మ𝑆భ ሻ (4.3)    where  ߰௔     is the flux linkage in the phase a, 𝑁௣ℎ is the number of turns per phase, ݈௨ is the length of the stator core, ܵ is the cross-section of the winding region per phase, ܣ𝑧 is the magnetic potential of the partial area. 
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 In the first step the flux linkage of each phase (Eq. 4.3) is calculated. In the second step the Park’s transformation is applied in order to enable further calculation of the inductances and torque. The flux linkages obtained by dq-axis theory describe inductances in each axis expressed by Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.5, respectively [15]. 𝐿ௗ = ߰ௗܫௗ      (4.4) 𝐿௤ = ߰௤ܫ௤  (4.5)    where  ߰ௗ , ߰௤  are the flux linkages in d-axis and q-axis, respectively.  In the last step the torque is determined by Eq. 4.6 [16]:  ௘ܶ௟ = ݉ ∗ 𝑝 ∗ ܫௗ ∗ ܫ௤ ∗ ሺ𝐿ௗ − 𝐿௤ሻ  (4.6)  This model can be used in order to obtain a rapid estimation of the motor performance and simple rotor configurations, which assumes the sinusoid magnetic field density. More complex motor geometries (such as multi-barrier rotor design of the SynRM with nonlinear material properties) require FEM numerical analysis. In this Master thesis the numerical FEM analysis is therefore used. In addition to torque distribution there are the important parameters of power factor (cos𝜑) and efficiency (𝜂). The power factor and the efficiency of any electrical rotating machine are correlated according to Eq. 4.7 [9]: 𝜂 ∗ cos 𝜑 = ௘ܶ௟ ∗  ߱௥͵ ∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝑉௣ℎ ∗ ܫ௠  (4.7)    where  ܫ௠ is the maximum current in the stator winding, 𝑉௣ℎ is the phase voltage.  The Eq. 4.7 shows a dependency between the efficiency and the power factor. The equation indicates that when the power factor is increased, the efficiency will be decreased and vice versa. Better efficiency will result in reduced losses and heating of the motor but the lower power factor will enlarge the frequency convertor and its cost as well. Both parameters are important, however, the final decision is in the hands of the motor designer [9]. 
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4.2.2 Numerical FEM modelling of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor The numerical modelling is based on the system of partial equations which can be calculated by using Finite Element Method (FEM). The FEM based numerical modelling is a suitable method for electrical machine modelling which considers effects such as: magnetic saturation, non-linearity, iron losses, etc. The FEM numerical modelling enables calculation of output machine parameters such as: torque, inductances, flux linkages, stored energy in the magnetic field, etc. Commercially available FEM numerical modelling software packages enable a geometrical construction, mesh generation, material assignation, FEM numerical analysis and post-processing of results. Such tools offer high flexibility in the designing of new geometries, using non-standard materials, altering different combinations of the pole/slot number, varying air-gap length, winding distribution, stator, rotor, magnet configuration, etc [18]. Fig. 9 shows the SynRM of 2D geometry exported from the Ansys Maxwell. The figure illustrates how the mesh grid among SynRM design with the three magnetic flux barriers in the rotor is generated . The zoomed figure shows the mesh grid in the air gap. The mesh grid is more dense within the regions where a higher gradient of magnetic field density is expected.                 Figure 9: Mesh grid among the SynRM model in Ansys Maxwell   
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4.2.3 Prototyping of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor In order to validate new design concepts of electrical machines prototyping is usually carried out. The prototyping of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor has the same procedure as an induction motor except for the rotor manufacturing. The SynRM rotor differs in the design technology where the laser cutting of the steel layers is typically chosen. The laser cutting is applicable for prototyping while in the mass production the punching is required. The punching enables accelerated manufacturing and reduced thermal stress on the material during the cutting process. The thermal stress caused during laser cutting might lead to the magnetic and mechanical changes of the material. The prototyping in this Master thesis was not done due to the budget and time limitations.  
4.3   Design approach for the Synchronous Reluctance Motor The design approach of the SynRM used in this Master thesis consisted of the following steps:  
1. Problem identification: In the third chapter the motivation for why to work with Synchronous Reluctance Motors was given. There were listed design challenges which have to be considered in the design approach.  
 In the second chapter it was mentioned that the SynRM uses the same stator geometry as the induction machine. For this reason, the standard shape of the induction machine with labelling IEC 100/4.936 from Kienle-Spiess catalog [17] was taken for the modelling of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor. The SynRM differs from the induction machine due to the rotor geometry. Furthermore, parametric analysis and optimization under initial design requirements was carried out. 
 
2. Literature study: After the problem was identified and the design goal was set up, the literature study began. In order to find out what has been done on this topic, the literature study was carried out using scientific articles, books and several thesis on the similar topics was carried out. Many engineers and scientists improved different algorithms for how to optimize the SynRM. Nevertheless, there are still room for improvements and the study of previous work helped me to understand problems and give some hints according to the design approach.  
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3. 2D geometry modelling: In this part simulation software was selected. The software Ansys Maxwell was chosen due to availability in the Laboratory for electrical machines, Faculty of electrical engineering, University of Ljubljana.   The axially symmetry of the SynRM allows 2D (two-dimensional) modelling. The first step of the stator geometry modelling was drawn according to the standard shape. The rotor geometry/design was defined on the unique way which enables parametric analysis of the motor. This way of modelling enables automatic model optimization based on pre-defined parameter levels. In the fifth chapter the design approach for the SynRM rotor geometry is described in detail for rotors with different numbers of magnetic flux barriers.  
4. Material property assignment: Once the stator and rotor are drawn then follows the assignment of material properties. This part is important in the FEM numerical modelling because it enables calculations of the magnetic fields considering saturation effect of the nonlinear materials such as stator and rotor steel layers. In the Ansys Maxwell all objects with the same material properties are grouped together. The Ansys Maxwell enables the user to specify custom BH characteristic of the non-linear material that increases accuracy of the problem analysis [18].   
5. Boundary conditions definition: Before the analysis of the motor can start, the boundary conditions needs to be defined. The boundary conditions are required from FEM numeric modelling and they depend on model type.  Ansys Maxwell has for the 2D design axially machine modelling a so-called 
“Balloon” boundary condition, which is illustrated in Fig. 10 [18]. The figure shows that no magnetic field is applied out of the boundary. Namely, there is no interaction between a machine closed into the boundary conditions.   
     Figure 10: Example of the Balloon boundary condition [18] 
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6. Parametric analysis: The Parametric analysis is a method which analyses all possible designs given by variables and the number of their steps. In this Master thesis all parameters with three levels were defined and these parameters were applied to the magnetic flux barriers geometrical description. Each barrier is determined by 10 points according to the design parameters of the rotor geometry. Designs obtained by parametric analysis were analyzed in the Post processing step by FFT analysis of the torque ripple harmonics.  
7. FEM numerical analysis: When the geometry is drawn, material properties are defined, and analysis setup is determined then the FEM numerical analysis can start. The time which is required for the analysis is dependent on the model complexity (how many elements are included in the mesh, how many parameters are included in parametric, etc.). For the time reduction of the analysis, the Design of Experiments using software Minitab 17 was applied in order to accelerate the SynRM modelling [19, 20].  
8. Post processing: In order to analyze static torque distribution and its ripple, the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) was applied. In general, the FFT enables analyses of high harmonics in the signal at base frequency. It gives information about which are the most influencing harmonics and it provides a discrete periodic spectrum at the end. Namely, this method could be used by any time periodic signal where the high harmonics are involved [21]. The Fast Fourier Transformation is basically transformation from a time domain to a frequency domain. The frequency domain analysis enables understanding of the complex signals with presence of high harmonics. Furthermore, the FFT was performed by the software Matlab. In the Matlab is integrated function fft(x,nfft) which includes [21]:       -  x   is a function in the time domain, 
-  nfft   is length of the FFT.  The optimization goal of the SynRM modelling was to find a design with the best (i.e. maximum) ratio between average and torque ripple. In order to find the best design of the SynRM due to the described requirement the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) was performed. The FFT enables analysis of the torque ripple content in the torque distributed to the shaft.     
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9. Optimization procedure: In order to optimize design of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor, Design of Experiments (DOE) can be applied. This methodology is suitable for any kind of scientific problem, where several parameters need to be varied in order to find out the optimal design. Namely, each input parameter could have a different impact on the output parameter when it’s changed for a certain value [19]. Each Design of Experiments consists of [19, 22]: - Factors or initial input parameters which can be either controllable or uncontrollable variables (In this study the initial parameters A, B, C, D, E, and G are related to the rotor geometry).  - Levels or settings of the particular factor (In this study of the SynRM, each design parameter has three design levels), - Response or the experiment output (In this study, it is the ratio between average and torque ripple). The method used in this Master thesis (i.e. Taguchi method) was discovered by a Japanese statistician dr. Genichi Taguchi.  He used the method for the first time in improvement quality for the robust design of products under production processes. His goal was to produce products which are less sensitive to part/process variation. After time this method was widely used in the optimization procedures of different scientific problems [19, 22].  
10. Design verification: The last and most important step is the design verification, where the design is evaluated in order to find out whether it fits the design requirements or not. If the design requirements are fulfilled, the optimal design is confirmed as the final one. If  the design requirements are not fulfilled then design parameters need to be changed and adjusted. The FEM numerical analysis and optimization process is repeated (see Fig. 11) until the design requirements are not fulfilled.           
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The steps which were applied in this Master thesis at the design of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor are summarized and visually illustrated by a flow-chart given in Fig. 11.                                  Figure 11: Flow chart of the SynRM design approach
Literature study 2D geometry modelling Material property assignment Parametric Analysis setup Boundary conditions definition  FEM numerical analysis Post processing Adjust  parameters Design requirements fulfilled? Yes Final design No 
Problem identification 
Optimization procedure 
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5 Numerical modelling of the Synchronous Reluctance 
Motor In this chapter the design procedure of SynRM using Finite Element Method (FEM) based numerical modelling performed by software Ansys Maxwell will be described. The modelling consisted of the following steps: - stator and rotor geometry construction,  - material properties definition,  - winding configuration and excitation setup, - and description of the parametric analysis. 
5.1   Ansys Maxwell  In order to find the best SynRM design according to initial requirements (the best ratio between average and torque ripple), the commercial tool - Ansys Maxwell was applied. Ansys is a software company that offers multi-physics modelling and simulation software which is successfully applied in a wide range of engineering and research domains [23, 24, 25]. Maxwell is one of Ansys´s products that can be used for the modelling of different electromagnetic problems in the design of electrical drive systems, power electronic components, etc. Ansys Maxwell can perform parametric analysis of geometry design, material properties, excitation, and mechanical loading to analyze the magnetic properties of the machine. The finite element methods based solver of Ansys Maxwell enables calculation of various output parameters of electrical drives such as torque, efficiency, induced voltages, etc. It also enables interaction and coupling of different physical phenomena such as the electrical and mechanical phenomena observed in the machine, its components or in the complete electrical 
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drive system. The magnetic FEM based numerical analysis enables the analysis of nonlinear and saturation magnetic effects inside the machine configuration [26]. 
5.2   Stator construction The model of the SynRM stator was built according to the standard configurations of induction machine stators. The standard stator shape from the library Kienle Spiess catalog (IEC 100/4.936) was selected [17]. Fig. 12 shows the selected stator shape which is typically used in 3 kW induction machine.                Figure 12: The selected stator geometry defined with standard IEC 100/4.936 [17]  The main characteristics of the stator geometry according to IEC 100/4.936 are [17]: - stator slot number: 36, - outer stator diameter: 150 mm, - inner stator diameter: 90 mm, - area of the stator slot: 80 mm², - length of the steel package: 110 mm.  The stator and rotor are laminated by soft magnetic steel layers. In this Master thesis a material M800-50A was selected for the stator and rotor layers. The material properties were considered during the material assignment in the software Maxwell. The BH characteristic was imported manually based on the material specification given in Appendix A. 
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5.3 Rotor construction This subchapter describes how one-, two-, and three-barrier rotor designs were constructed. One of the major challenges in this Master thesis was the following – how to define the geometry of the SynRM in a way that magnetic flux barriers would be able to change position and shape automatically during the parametric analysis. Therefore, in order to adjust the rotor geometry configuration for further parametric analysis a unique system for the parametric analysis of dimensions and positions of magnetic flux barriers was developed.  
5.3.1 One-barrier design The first study was performed by building  the design of the one-barrier SynRM rotor. This design consists of two main parameters: A and B as indicated in Fig. 13. The parameter A describes the distance from the shaft to the magnetic flux barrier while the parameter B is the width of the magnetic flux barrier. The values of parameters A and B defined in three levels (L1, L2 and L3) are listed in Table 2. The levels L1, L2 and L3 were introduced according to the Design of Experiments optimization requirements.   
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 13: Rotor layer for the one-barrier design  Table 2: Parameters definition of the one-barrier design 
Parameter Level 1 (L1) Level 2 (L2) Level 3 (L3) A 4 mm 8 mm 12 mm B 3 mm 6 mm 9 mm 
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Fig. 14 shows one fourth of the one-barrier design rotor of the four pole machine. The figure illustrates how the magnetic flux barrier is defined. The barrier is described by 10 points which are in correlation with the parameters A and B. While FEM analysis was running, these two parameters were changed in order to analyze impact of the geometry on the SynRM features.   The equations which describe the position of the certain point according to the parameter A and B are given in Table 3. According to these equations the rotor  barrier shape and barrier position is performed. This approach therefore enables parameterization analysis based on the variation of the two parameters A and B. 
                  The rotor geometry is also defined by the shaft radius (Rsh = 14 mm) and radius of the magnetic flux ribs (Rrib = 44 mm). The values of these two parameters were kept constant during the parametric analysis.   
Table 3: Points description of the first barrier 
Point X - coordinate Y - coordinate 𝑻૚ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܣሻ − ܣ A 𝑻૛ 
 
A √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܣሻ − ܣ 𝑻૜ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ܣଶ A 𝑻૝ A √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ܣଶ 𝑻૞ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − (ܣ + ʹܤ)ଶ ܣ + ʹܤ 𝑻૟ ܣ + ʹܤ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − (ܣ + ʹܤ)ଶ 𝑻ૠ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܣ + ܤሻ − ܣ − ܤ ܣ + ܤ 𝑻ૡ ܣ + ܤ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܣ + ܤሻ − ܣ − ܤ 𝑻ૢ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ሺܣ + ܤሻଶ  ܣ + ܤ 𝑻૚૙ ܣ + ܤ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ሺܣ + ܤሻଶ 
Figure 14: Points definition of the one-barrier design 
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5.3.2 Two-barrier design The two-barrier SynRM rotor design is shown in Fig. 15. The two-barrier design has a duplicated number of parameters compared to the one-barrier design. The geometry and position of each magnetic flux barrier is determined by the distance between the shaft and the magnetic flux barrier, and by the barrier width. All described parameters are indicated in Fig. 15.  The parametric analysis with parameters A, B, C and  D was also performed at three design levels (Table 4). The parameters A and C describe distance from the shaft to the first and second barrier, respectively. The parameters B and D define width of the first and the second barrier, respectively. The values of the described parameters are listed in Table 4.  
                     Figure 15: Rotor layer for the two-barrier design   
Parameter Level 1 (L1) Level 2 (L2) Level 3 (L3) A 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm B 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm C 14 mm 16 mm 18 mm D 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm Table 4: Parameters definition of the two-barrier design 
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Fig. 16 illustrates a quarter of the two-barrier SynRM rotor design. The position and its barrier width are defined by the indicated points from T1 to T20. Each magnetic flux barrier is described by ten points which are defined by parameters A, B, C, and D.       The equations (with the parameters C and D) listed in Table 5 describe only the geometry and position of the outer magnetic flux barrier. The inner barrier is described by the same equations (with the parameters A and B) as the magnetic flux barrier in the one-barrier rotor design (as described in Table 3).  The rotor geometry is also defined by the shaft radius (Rsh = 14 mm) and radius of the magnetic flux ribs (Rrib = 44 mm). The values of these two parameters were kept constant during the parametric analysis.   Table 5: Points description of the second barrier Point X - coordinate Y - coordinate 𝑻૚૚ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܥሻ − ܥ C 𝑻૚૛  C √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܥሻ − ܥ 𝑻૚૜ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ܥଶ C 𝑻૚૝ C √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ܥଶ 𝑻૚૞ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − (ܥ + ʹܦ)ଶ ܥ + ʹܦ 𝑻૚૟ ܥ + ʹܦ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − (ܥ + ʹܦ)ଶ 𝑻૚ૠ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܥ + ܦሻ − ܥ − ܦ ܥ + ܦ 𝑻૚ૡ ܥ + ܦ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܥ + ܦሻ − ܥ − ܦ 𝑻૚ૢ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ሺܥ + ܦሻଶ  ܥ + ܦ 𝑻૛૙ ܥ + ܦ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ሺܥ + ܦሻଶ 
Figure 16: Points definition of the two-barrier design 
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5.3.3 Three-barrier design The three-barrier rotor design is shown in Fig. 17. The same procedure as in the previous two designs was applied. The three-barrier design has six design parameters (A, B, C, D, E, G) as indicated in Fig. 17. The parameters A, C, and E define the distance between the shaft and the first, second, and third magnetic flux barrier, respectively. The parameters B, D, G define the width of the first, second and third magnetic flux barrier, respectively. Described parameters are also defined in three levels and are listed in Table 6.                   Figure 17: Rotor layer for the three-barrier design  Table 6: Parameters definition of the three-barrier design 
Parameter Level 1 (L1) Level 2 (L2) Level 3 (L3) A 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm B 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm C 12 mm 14 mm 16 mm D 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm E 20 mm 22 mm 24 mm G 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm 
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Fig. 18 shows a quarter of the three-barrier rotor design. The indicated points in the figure describe the position and width of magnetic flux barriers according to the same design approach used in one and two-barrier rotor designs.       The equations including parameters E and G are listed in Table 7. They determine only the position and width of the third/outer magnetic flux barrier in the three-barrier design. The inner barriers (first and second) are defined by the same equations (with parameters A, B, C, and D) as the magnetic flux barriers in the one and the two-barrier rotor designs as listed in Table 3 and Table 5.                Table 7: Points description of the third barrier  Point X - coordinate Y - coordinate 𝑻૛૚ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܧሻ − ܩ E 𝑻૛૛  E √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܧሻ − ܧ 𝑻૛૜ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ܧଶ E 𝑻૛૝ E √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ܧଶ 𝑻૛૞ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − (ܧ + ʹܩ)ଶ ܧ + ʹܩ 𝑻૛૟ ܧ + ʹܩ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − (ܧ + ʹܩ)ଶ 𝑻૛ૠ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܧ + ܩሻ − ܧ − ܩ ܧ + ܩ 𝑻૛ૡ ܧ + ܩ √ʹ ∗ ሺܴ௦ℎ + ܧ + ܩሻ − ܧ − ܩ 𝑻૛ૢ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ሺܧ + ܩሻଶ  ܧ + ܩ 𝑻૜૙ ܧ + ܩ √ܴ௥𝑖௕ଶ − ሺܧ + ܩሻଶ 
Figure 18: Points definition of the three-barrier design 16 
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The rotor geometry is also defined by the shaft radius (Rsh = 14 mm) and radius of the magnetic flux ribs (Rrib = 44 mm). The values of these two parameters were kept constant during the parametric analysis.   
5.4   Winding configuration and excitation setup As already stated in subsection 5.2, the SynRM has the same stator configuration as the induction motor. The distribution of the winding within the stator slots was carried out by an online tool – the Electric motor winding calculator [26]. The resulting stator winding configuration consists of a single winding layer.  Fig. 19 illustrates the windings of the SynRM (number of turns per slot Nt = 40) which were used for the FEM numerical modelling in this Master thesis. The numbers from 1 to 36 indicate the stator slots (i.e. stator geometry determined by standard IEC 100/4.936). The figure shows the windings of each phase represented with a specific colour. The same colour code in the Ansys Maxwell (FEM model) was assigned to the stator winding (see Appendix B).              Figure 19: SynRM winding schematic [26]  
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5.4.1 Excitation parameters  The SynRM windings are supplied with the alternating currents required for the three phase machines. The injected currents of the three phase system are defined with Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3:  ܫ஺ = ܫ௠ ∗ ݏ𝑖݊ሺ߱ ∗ ݐ + 𝜑ሻ (5.1)      ܫ஻ = ܫ௠ ∗ ݏ𝑖݊ሺ߱ ∗ ݐ + ʹ?͵?  + 𝜑ሻ (5.2)      ܫ஼ = ܫ௠ ∗ ݏ𝑖݊ሺ߱ ∗ ݐ −   ʹ?͵?  + 𝜑ሻ (5.3)    where ܫ஺, ܫ஻, ܫ஼ are time dependent phase currents of the each phase winding in the stator, respectively, ܫ௠ is the magnitude of the stator current, 𝜑 is the phase shift of the stator current.    The magnitude of the current ܫ௠can be calculated according to Eq. 5.4 where the current density for the air cooled motor is estimated to 7 A/mm² [27], and the diameter of the wire was 0.8 mm (defined in the previous subchapter). ܫ௠ = ܬ ∗ 𝜋∗ௗ𝐶𝑢మ4 = 3.52 A (5.4)    where 
J  is the current density, 
dCu is the diameter of the copper wire.      
5.5   Parametric analysis The  parametric analysis was carried out after the geometry modelling, material assignment, winding configuration, and excitation setup. The parametric analysis in 
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Ansys Maxwell enables varying geometrical or electrical parameters in order to observe their influence on the machine features. The parametric analysis was used in order to analyze the influence of the rotor geometry on the quality of the SynRM torque distribution.  The geometrical parameters which were considered in the parametric analysis are listed in the subchapter 5.3. The Ansys Maxwell enables changes in parameters by increments, which can be defined by the user. The increment definition enables the three level parametric analysis for each rotor design studied in this Master thesis.   In addition to the described geometrical parameters the load angle of the rotor was also varied in order to obtain the static torque characteristic of all studied rotor designs. The static torque characteristic (i.e. torque ripple observation in the static conditions) was determined by rotating the rotor – increasing the load angle up to ninety degrees (due to the symmetry of the four pole machine). The load angle was increased by increments of one degree in order to determine the static torque characteristics as precisely as possible. The interaction between stator slots/teeth and magnetic flux barriers in the rotor was then analyzed based on the determined torque dependency on the load angle. Although good results can be obtained with the parametric analysis, it is in general time consuming especially when many parameters in such analysis are taken into account. The process of the motor design in the case of a large number of parameters can be accelerated by using optimization methods such as Design of the Experiments. 
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6     Results and Discussion The output results of FEM based numerical modelling performed by using Ansys Maxwell will be presented and discussed. These results will be followed by the presentation of the optimization process performed by using DOE. For each rotor design (one, two, and three barrier configuration) the static torque dependency on the load angle (i.e. T(δ) function) was calculated with Ansys Maxwell. For the one-barrier rotor design, nine T(δ) functions were calculated since this design had two parameters (A and B) while each parameter was varied in three increments (i.e. three levels). For two barriers and the three barriers the number of calculated functions were 81 and 729, respectively. The two-barrier design consisted of 4 parameters and the three-barrier design consisted of 6 parameters and each of these parameters were varied in three levels.  In general, the resulting number of calculated T(δ) functions is determined by relationship (number of levels)number of parameters.  In order to evaluate the calculated T(δ) functions the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) was applied. Ideally, the torque T(δ) function would have only first harmonic, because the first harmonic represents the average torque. In reality, each SynRM design is influenced by torque ripple which is seen in the high harmonics of the T(δ) function. Therefore, the purpose of the FFT was to analyze the quality of the static torque T(δ) which consists of undesirable high harmonics. In this case, I analyzed the content of the first 20 high harmonics. The results of FFT analysis showed that the ninth harmonic was the highest and thus, the most critical in all designs.  The ninth harmonic was the most pronounced due to the stator geometry determined by 9 stator slots per pole.      
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The content of high harmonics depends on the rotor design. The designs will be evaluated by the following scenarios, which are based on the results of the FFT analysis: 1. The highest ratio between 1st harmonic and 9th harmonic, 2. The highest ratio between 1st harmonic and the sum of the first of 20 high harmonics,  3. The highest ratio between 1st harmonic and the sum of the three highest high harmonics, 4. The highest ratio between 1st harmonic and the product of the three highest high harmonics.  The FFT was performed by means of the Matlab toolbox (see Appendix C) for all functions T(δ) for all rotor designs. The results of the FFT analysis are given in the tables No. 8 – 12 where the most important harmonics are marked: - green: 1st harmonics which belong to the average torque,  - red: 9th harmonics which is the most critical high harmonic , - yellow: the second and third most critical high harmonics for each design.  According to the defined scenarios, the Design of Experiments optimization by Taguchi method was carried out. The Design of Experiments by Taguchi method was performed by the software Minitab 17 [21]. 
6.1 Results of the one-barrier design The results of the FFT for Synchronous Reluctance Motor with the one magnetic flux barrier in the rotor are given in Table 8. This analysis required nine design cases (from CASE 1 to CASE 9) since three-level optimization was carried out. Parameter A denotes the distance between the shaft and magnetic flux barriers, while parameter B denotes the barrier width. L1, L2, and L3 describe the design levels for each optimization parameter which are listed in Table 8.  The mean of the torque was calculated for each harmonic of the shaft torque in order to determine the most influential harmonics in all designs. The results in Table 8 shows that the 9th harmonic is the most critical and the second and third most critical harmonics are 8th and 10th.     
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The last four rows in the Table 8 show the ratios defined by four scenarios for each case. The best ratios are marked red and indicate the best rotor design determined with parametric analysis. These values were used for the DOE optimization.  Table 8: Torque ripple analysis of the one-barrier design 
Parameter 
CASE 
1 
CASE 
2 
CASE 
3 
CASE 
4 
CASE 
5 
CASE 
6 
CASE 
7 
CASE 
8 
CASE 
9   A L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3  B L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 Mean Har.1[Nm] 68.89 76.26 72.20 68.99 75.64 72.98 64.31 70.30 69.15 70.97 Har.2[Nm] 6.70 1.90 1.76 4.86 1.22 4.79 2.49 2.26 4.39 3.37 Har.3[Nm] 0.04 1.50 0.67 0.74 1.00 0.33 3.41 3.36 3.06 1.57 Har.4[Nm] 0.16 0.24 2.66 1.42 0.67 0.56 1.31 1.47 0.39 0.99 Har.5[Nm] 0.78 0.35 0.43 0.44 0.43 1.22 1.85 0.83 1.13 0.83 Har.6[Nm] 1.28 0.36 0.07 1.97 1.77 1.81 1.15 2.03 2.26 1.41 Har.7[Nm] 2.09 3.21 1.38 3.25 3.74 0.95 4.24 1.95 1.65 2.50 Har.8[Nm] 0.42 2.65 14.87 3.34 4.80 13.44 6.93 7.59 13.67 7.52 
Har.9[Nm] 3.79 16.62 6.49 0.78 15.39 0.63 3.93 15.14 5.60 7.60 Har.10[Nm] 0.42 8.44 3.60 1.49 9.81 5.53 1.41 8.09 5.51 4.92 Har.11[Nm] 1.17 0.19 0.45 0.46 1.09 0.03 2.06 2.29 1.11 0.98 Har.12[Nm] 0.51 0.10 0.28 0.02 0.88 0.36 0.58 0.05 0.13 0.32 Har.13[Nm] 0.03 0.22 0.21 0.30 0.39 0.30 0.20 0.12 0.44 0.25 Har.14[Nm] 0.06 1.08 0.17 0.35 0.54 0.04 0.08 0.59 0.36 0.36 Har.15[Nm] 0.33 0.36 0.38 0.37 0.17 0.24 1.07 1.08 0.87 0.54 Har.16[Nm] 0.36 0.05 0.12 0.34 0.49 0.13 0.47 0.01 0.85 0.31 Har.17[Nm] 4.21 0.29 0.72 4.18 1.16 0.15 4.36 2.57 1.18 2.09 Har.18[Nm] 0.87 4.00 1.77 1.60 4.92 2.85 2.46 5.27 5.79 3.28 Har.19[Nm] 3.76 2.65 0.85 4.14 5.30 2.91 2.86 4.12 3.99 3.40 Har.20[Nm] 0.28 0.10 0.06 0.67 0.17 0.30 0.29 0.15 0.04 0.23 Har.21[Nm] 0.03 0.34 0.32 0.04 0.05 0.24 0.04 0.07 0.18 0.15 
scenario 1 18.17 4.59 11.12 88.08 4.91 115.12 16.38 4.64 12.36  
scenario 2 2.52 1.71 1.94 2.24 1.40 1.98 1.56 1.19 1.31  
scenario 3 14.87 2.75 2.89 12.29 2.52 3.72 5.24 2.28 2.79  
scenario 4 102.59 0.21 0.21 17.70 0.10 1.55 1.68 0.08 0.16     
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6.1.1 Results of optimization by Design of Experiments Fig. 20 shows the DOE optimization result obtained with the 1st scenario where the focus was the maximization of the ratio between the 1st and the 9th harmonic. The red-dashed circles denotes that the best one-barrier design is obtained with design Level 2 (L2) and Level 3 (L3) for parameters A (8 mm) and B (9 mm), respectively.             Figure 20: DOE – the first scenario of the one-barrier design  Fig. 21 shows the optimization result obtained with the 2nd scenario where the focus was the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and the sum of the first twenty high harmonics. The best one-barrier design obtained with the 2nd scenario is labeled with the red-dashed circles where magnetic flux barrier parameters A and B are given at first level (L1) where is A (4 mm) and B (3 mm).             Figure 21: DOE – the second scenario of the one-barrier design  
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Fig. 22 gives the DOE result obtained with the 3rd scenario where the focus was the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and the sum of the 8th, 9th, and 10th harmonic. The best one-barrier design obtained with the 3rd scenario is labeled with the red-dashed circles where barrier parameters A and B are chosen at  Level 1 with values 4 mm and 3 mm, respectively.    
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 22: DOE – the third scenario of the one-barrier design  Fig. 23 shows the results obtained by the 4th scenario where the focus was the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and the product of the 8th, 9th, and 10th harmonic. The best one-barrier design obtained with the 4th scenario is labeled with the red-dashed circles where barrier parameters are given at the first level (L1).       
 
    Figure 23: DOE – the fourth scenario of the one-barrier design  
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Based on the comparison of the results shown in Figs. 20, 22, 22 and 23 the best/optimal geometrical properties and the worst design was determined. The best rotor design has the narrower magnetic flux barrier which is closest to the shaft (marked with red circles in Figs. 21, 22 and 23), where the same output DOE results were obtained with 2nd, 3rd and 4th scenario). The worst design (obtained with 2nd, 3rd and 4th scenario) is shown with the lowest points located in the figures.  
6.1.2 Magnetic field density  The comparison magnetic field density distribution in the best and the worst rotor design is shown below in Figs. 24 and 25, respectively. The yellow colour in the figures indicates the saturation point of the material M800 – 50A. Fig. 43 illustrates the distribution of magnetic field density in the cross-section of the best one-barrier design with the barrier parameters A (4 mm) and B    (3 mm). The zoomed view of the model segment shows the magnetic saturation, where the rotor is in position of the maximum torque.                  Figure 24: Magnetic field density distribution in the best one-barrier design  Fig. 25 shows the distribution of magnetic field density in the cross-section of the worst one-barrier design with barrier parameters A (12 mm) and B (6 mm). The zoomed view of the model segment shows the magnetic saturation, where the rotor is in position of the maximum torque (i.e. the break down torque).  
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  Figure 25: Magnetic field density distribution in the worst one-barrier design  In order to better understand the magnetic interaction between the stator and rotor the acquisition of the magnetic field density in the air gap was performed. The comparison of magnetic field density distribution in the air gap for the best (dashed green curve) and the worst (solid red curve) rotor design is given below in Fig. 26. The geometry configuration with nine slots per pole is reflected in a sequence of nine peaks of magnetic field density in the air gap. In the best design the resulting signal drawn over the nine individual peak signals represent a sinusoid curve. On the other hand, the resulting signal drawn over the nine peaks of the worst design significantly deviates from the sinusoid curve (due to the stronger  influence of higher harmonics).             Figure 26: Magnetic field density distribution in the air gap of SynRM with one-barrier design (comparison between the best and the worst design) la  [mm] 
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6.1.3   Torque ripple analysis  The comparison of ripple torque calculated with the best and the worst rotor design is shown below in Figs. 27 and 28, respectively. Fig. 27 shows the static torque characteristic (red curve) of the best one-barrier design with harmonic analysis of the torque signal on the right side (blue bars). The first 20 high harmonics are presented (i.e. the most influential harmonics). Figure 27: Torque ripple analysis – the best one-barrier design   Fig. 28 shows the static torque characteristic of the worst one-barrier design with torque ripple harmonics analysis on the right side.  Figure 28: Torque ripple analysis – the worst one-barrier design 
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6.1.4 Discussion of results of the one-barrier design The results of the one-barrier rotor design show that the magnetic flux barrier position with respect to the shaft and magnetic flux barrier width have a strong impact on the torque ripple. The one-barrier design is at its optimum when the magnetic flux barrier is the closest to the shaft and the barrier width is as narrow as possible.  Four scenarios were defined in order to find out the best (i.e. maximum) ratio between the average torque and the ripple torque. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th scenario resulted in the same designs because the first 20 harmonics were considered in the optimization. The first scenario resulted in a different design because only the ninth harmonic was considered in the optimization procedure. Namely, the 9th harmonic was the highest one among all design cases due to the nine stator slots per pole.  The magnetic field density in the air gap shows a strong correlation with the rotor configuration (see Fig. 26). In the poor designs the presence of high harmonics in the magnetic field density is more pronounced, which is reflected in the torque ripple signal.  
6.2 Results of the two-barrier design The same analysis and optimization procedure performed in the one-barrier design was applied for analysis of the two-barrier SynRM rotor design. Table 9 shows the results of the FFT performed for all cases (CASE 1 to CASE 9).  The optimization method using DOE required nine design cases at three levels (L1, L2, and L3) in order to find the optimal values of the four design parameters A, B, C, and D.            
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The mean value of the torque was calculated for each harmonic in order to determine the most influential harmonics in all designs. The results in Table 9 show that the 9th harmonic is the most critical high harmonic and the second and third most critical harmonics are the 3rd and the 7th one. The last 4 rows in Table 9 show the results obtained by the harmonics ratio defined by each scenario. The highest ratios (red marked values) indicate the best design obtained by each optimization scenario.  Table 9: Torque ripple analysis of the two-barrier design   
 
Parameter CASE 1 
CASE 
2 
CASE 
3 
CASE 
4 
CASE 
5 
CASE 
6 
CASE 
7 
CASE 
8 
CASE 
9 A L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 B L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 C L1 L2 L3 L2 L3 L1 L3 L1 L2 D L1 L2 L3 L3 L1 L2 L2 L3 L1 Mean 
  
Har.1[Nm] 75.47 81.22 78.80 78.45 80.05 80.45 75.87 80.55 80.01 78.98 Har.2[Nm] 6.85 3.45 3.26 3.88 5.16 0.27 6.76 0.22 0.30 3.35 Har.3[Nm] 4.28 5.61 5.61 4.48 3.24 3.61 3.42 3.54 2.21 4.00 Har.4[Nm] 2.63 2.22 0.84 1.41 1.44 2.57 0.80 0.57 1.11 1.51 Har.5[Nm] 1.98 0.09 0.31 0.70 0.45 0.70 1.28 1.47 1.02 0.89 Har.6[Nm] 2.10 3.04 3.67 1.41 0.70 0.36 0.95 0.82 2.18 1.69 Har.7[Nm] 1.48 6.01 3.82 7.15 2.08 5.86 1.19 7.06 2.61 4.14 Har.8[Nm] 0.32 4.50 2.48 1.36 3.76 0.82 0.31 3.13 0.27 1.88 
Har.9[Nm] 0.36 18.01 7.26 11.05 1.03 17.55 0.41 13.01 12.06 8.97 Har.10[Nm] 0.92 1.98 3.57 1.53 2.72 8.60 2.42 0.73 4.07 2.95 Har.11[Nm] 0.10 2.53 0.62 1.68 0.41 0.62 0.74 1.45 0.89 1.01 Har.12[Nm] 0.52 1.13 1.25 0.72 0.33 0.42 0.07 0.62 1.61 0.74 Har.13[Nm] 0.22 0.18 0.98 0.10 0.38 0.30 0.09 0.68 0.33 0.36 Har.14[Nm] 0.09 0.17 0.26 0.17 0.08 1.14 0.24 0.65 0.64 0.38 Har.15[Nm] 0.12 0.61 0.40 0.06 0.80 0.66 0.42 0.28 0.87 0.47 Har.16[Nm] 1.07 0.18 0.91 0.73 0.49 0.07 0.45 0.62 0.41 0.55 Har.17[Nm] 1.71 4.77 0.09 1.75 4.25 0.38 1.49 5.14 0.33 2.21 Har.18[Nm] 3.47 5.52 4.65 3.49 5.65 3.28 3.42 0.33 2.65 3.61 Har.19[Nm] 1.16 1.09 2.00 2.44 1.55 3.69 0.67 3.86 3.66 2.24 Har.20[Nm] 0.98 1.19 0.24 0.70 0.82 0.66 1.53 0.19 0.45 0.75 Har.21[Nm] 0.38 0.46 0.74 0.17 0.40 0.05 0.09 0.29 0.10 0.30 
scenario 1 208.44 4.51 10.85 7.10 77.66 4.59 186.42 6.19 6.63    
scenario 2 2.45 1.29 1.83 1.74 2.24 1.56 2.84 1.80 2.12    
scenario 3 12.33 2.74 4.72 3.46 12.61 2.98 15.15 3.41 4.74    
scenario 4 32.83 0.13 0.51 0.22 11.53 0.22 46.03 0.25 1.15    
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6.2.1 Results of optimization by Design of Experiments The DOE optimization results obtained with the 1st scenario are shown in    Fig. 29. The red-dashed circles denote the best one-barrier design is obtained with parameters A (2 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), and D (2 mm) at the levels L1, L1, L3, and L1, respectively.                       
  Figure 29: DOE – the first scenario of the two-barrier design Fig. 30 shows the optimization results obtained with the 2nd scenario where the focus was on the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and the sum of the first 20 high harmonics. The best two-barrier rotor design chosen by the 2nd scenario is labeled with the red-dashed circles where the parameters are A (6 mm),  B (2 mm), C (18 mm), and D (2 mm) at the levels L3, L1, L3, and L1, respectively.                            Figure 30: DOE –  the second scenario of the two-barrier design 
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The DOE optimization results  obtained with the 3rd scenario (where the focus was the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and sum of the 3rd, 7th, and 9th harmonic) are illustrated in Fig. 31. The best two-barrier design obtained with the 3rd scenario is labeled with the red-dashed circles: the optimal  rotor the design parameters are A (6 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), and D (2 mm) obtained at the design levels L3, L1, L3, and L1, respectively.            Figure 31: DOE – the third scenario of the two-barrier design The DOE optimization results  obtained with the 4th scenario (where the focus was the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and product of the 3rd, 7th, and 9th harmonic) are given in Fig. 32. The best two-barrier design obtained with the 4th scenario is labeled with the red-dashed circles: the optimal rotor design parameters are A (6 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), and D (2 mm) obtained at the design levels L3, L1, L3, and L1, respectively.      
     Figure 32: DOE – the fourth scenario of the two-barrier design  
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Based on the comparison of the results shown in Figs. 29, 30, 31 and 32 the best/optimal solution and the worst design was defined. The best rotor design has the narrower magnetic flux barriers (determined by levels L1) which are located as far as possible from the shaft (determined by levels L3). The second and the third scenario gave the same output result obtained by the DOE, therefore their result (see Figs. 30 and 31) was chosen as the optimal two-barrier SynRM rotor design.  
 
6.2.2 Magnetic field density   The comparison of magnetic field density distribution in the best and the worst rotor design is shown below in Figs. 33 and 34, respectively. The yellow color in the figures indicates the saturation point of the material M800 – 50A.  Fig. 33 illustrates the magnetic field density in the cross-section of the best two-barrier SynRM design with the rotor design parameters A (6 mm), B  (2 mm), C (18 mm), and D (2 mm). The zoomed region is a close-view of the magnetic saturation, where the rotor is in position of the maximum torque.       
 
 
    Figure 33: Magnetic field density distribution in the best two-barrier design   Fig. 34 illustrates  magnetic field density distribution in the cross-section of the best two-barrier design with barriers parameters A (2 mm), B (4 mm), C (16 mm), and D (6 mm). The zoomed region is a close-view of the magnetic saturation, where the rotor is in position of the maximum torque.     
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             Figure 34: Magnetic field density distribution in the worst two-barrier design  The comparison of magnetic field density distribution in the air gap in the best (dashed green curve) and the worst (red solid curve) rotor designs is shown below in Fig. 35. The influence of the SynRM stator geometry configuration (nine slots per pole) is reflected in a sequence of nine peaks of magnetic field density in the air gap. In the best design the resulting signal drawn over the nine individual peak signals represents a sinusoid curve, while the resulting signal drawn over the nine peaks of the worst design indicates the presence of high harmonics (see red solid curve in the Fig. 35), and thus deviates from the sinusoid curve.             Figure 35: Magnetic field density distribution in the air gap of SynRM with two-barrier design (comparison between the best and the worst design) la  [mm] 
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6.2.3 Torque ripple analysis  Fig. 36 illustrates static torque the characteristic (red curve) for the best two-barrier rotor design according to the outcome of the DOE optimization. The torque ripple analysis is given on the right side of Fig. 36 (blue bars). The first 20 high harmonics are presented (i.e. the most influential harmonics).   Figure 36: Torque ripple analysis – the best two-barrier design  Fig. 37 shows the static torque characteristic of the worst one-barrier design with the torque ripple harmonics analysis on the right side.  Figure 37: Torque ripple analysis – the worst two-barrier design 
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6.2.4 Discussion of results of the two-barrier design In order to make a reasonable comparison between one and two-barrier rotor designs the four optimization scenarios were applied with the same criteria defined for both designs.   The two-barrier design offers better performance (i.e. higher average torque and lower ripple torque presence) compared to the one-barrier design. The average torque of the two-barrier design is 10% higher compared to the one-barrier design. The difference in the torque ripple signals of the one-barrier and two-barrier designs occurs due to the different content of the most influential high harmonics.  
6.3 Results of the three-barrier design Finally, the three-barrier SynRM rotor  design was analysed and optimized in the same way as  the one and two-barrier rotor designs. The analysis consists of 27 design cases due to the requirements of the DOE optimization procedure. The results of the FFT  analysis are organised in three tables: Tables 10, 11, and 12. The DOE optimization was performed  at three levels (L1, L2, L3)  using six design parameters (A, B, C, D, E, and G). The mean of the torque was calculated for each harmonic in order to identify the most influential harmonics in all design cases (CASE 1 to CASE 27). The results in Tables 10, 11, and 12 show that the 9th harmonic is the most critical high harmonic and the second and third most critical harmonics are the 2nd and the 8th.  The last 4 rows of the tables show the results obtained by the harmonics ratio defined by each scenario. The highest ratios (red marked values) indicate the best design obtained by each optimization scenario.             
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Table 10 shows the FFT results for design cases (CASE 1 to CASE 9).  (NOTE: Table 10 shows the 1st third of the total cases in the three-barrier design).   Table 10: Torque ripple analysis of the three-barrier design (1/3 table) 
Parameter 
CASE 
1 
CASE 
2 
CASE 
3 
CASE 
4 
CASE 
5 
CASE 
6 
CASE 
7 
CASE 
8 
CASE 
9 
 
A L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 B L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 C L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 D L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 E L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 G L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 Mean Har.1[Nm] 62.08 61.77 60.98 63.81 63.81 63.69 60.06 57.65 59.44 60.95 Har.2[Nm] 0.47 0.87 1.70 4.06 3.46 2.82 4.12 3.31 2.24 3.42 Har.3[Nm] 4.63 3.78 3.05 4.62 4.45 3.89 4.93 5.32 4.73 3.40 Har.4[Nm] 0.78 0.27 0.51 0.36 0.11 0.39 0.31 0.78 0.54 0.72 Har.5[Nm] 0.39 1.44 1.10 0.25 0.66 0.58 1.41 1.05 1.47 0.67 Har.6[Nm] 0.25 0.43 0.85 2.83 3.02 2.78 3.10 3.29 2.95 1.62 Har.7[Nm] 3.87 2.45 4.28 0.37 0.62 0.40 2.99 2.77 3.54 1.81 Har.8[Nm] 8.94 5.93 6.52 1.69 1.14 0.94 2.95 4.32 4.35 4.07 
Har.9[Nm] 1.39 1.80 4.75 5.87 5.38 6.75 11.74 8.13 11.14 7.46 Har.10[Nm] 3.37 2.85 3.20 3.43 2.64 2.94 7.17 4.81 6.27 3.23 Har.11[Nm] 1.28 1.34 1.51 1.28 1.13 1.41 0.16 0.63 0.19 0.94 Har.12[Nm] 0.54 0.38 0.73 0.29 0.51 0.33 0.87 1.01 0.94 0.65 Har.13[Nm] 0.28 0.15 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.23 1.10 1.01 1.13 0.37 Har.14[Nm] 0.40 0.36 0.35 0.56 0.35 0.29 1.09 0.77 0.89 0.52 Har.15[Nm] 0.16 0.19 0.38 0.49 0.47 0.91 0.96 0.84 0.99 0.50 Har.16[Nm] 1.03 0.32 0.82 0.53 0.89 0.75 0.19 0.31 0.27 0.65 Har.17[Nm] 0.83 1.42 0.32 4.87 4.97 5.46 0.19 0.29 0.07 1.82 Har.18[Nm] 2.11 1.10 0.56 3.05 2.92 3.07 0.42 0.26 0.33 1.91 Har.19[Nm] 0.63 1.24 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.57 0.47 0.19 0.21 1.12 Har.20[Nm] 0.64 0.47 0.44 0.20 0.19 0.34 0.39 0.59 0.42 0.39 Har.21[Nm] 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.30 0.18 0.51 0.22 0.27 0.24 0.20 
scenario 1 44.64 34.35 12.84 10.86 11.86 9.43 5.12 7.09 5.34 
scenario 2 1.93 2.30 1.94 1.79 1.90 1.80 1.34 1.44 1.39 
scenario 3 5.75 7.19 4.70 5.49 6.39 6.06 3.19 3.66 3.35 
scenario 4 10.72 6.68 1.16 1.58 3.01 3.55 0.42 0.50 0.55    
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Table 11 shows the FFT results for design cases (CASE 10 to CASE 18). (NOTE: Table 11 shows the 2nd  third of the total cases in the three-barrier design).  Table 11: Torque ripple analysis of the three-barrier design (2/3 table) 
Parameter CASE 10 
CASE 
11 
CASE 
12 
CASE 
13 
CASE 
14 
CASE 
15 
CASE 
16 
CASE 
17 
CASE 
18 
 
A L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 B L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 C L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 L1 L1 L1 D L3 L3 L3 L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 E L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 G L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 Mean Har.1[Nm] 59.04 61.31 61.63 63.73 63.35 62.91 59.83 59.72 59.61 60.95 Har.2[Nm] 4.91 3.41 3.91 2.13 1.38 1.65 4.88 4.55 5.15 3.42 Har.3[Nm] 4.02 3.85 4.21 4.08 3.86 3.79 1.81 1.89 1.57 3.40 Har.4[Nm] 1.68 0.35 0.51 0.39 0.51 0.06 2.27 2.25 1.74 0.72 Har.5[Nm] 0.99 0.33 0.37 0.92 0.17 0.66 0.57 0.20 0.19 0.67 Har.6[Nm] 2.20 2.43 2.67 1.50 2.09 2.04 0.90 1.44 1.40 1.62 Har.7[Nm] 3.50 0.31 0.69 0.64 1.44 0.17 1.06 1.78 0.81 1.81 Har.8[Nm] 4.51 1.99 2.98 2.08 2.67 1.91 1.45 1.59 1.59 4.07 
Har.9[Nm] 7.02 2.41 2.61 2.82 0.91 1.55 11.72 9.69 10.65 7.46 Har.10[Nm] 1.94 2.24 2.38 0.25 0.50 0.60 3.93 3.19 3.62 3.23 Har.11[Nm] 0.55 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.36 0.06 0.40 0.25 0.94 Har.12[Nm] 0.11 0.13 0.48 0.16 0.31 0.25 0.83 0.76 0.98 0.65 Har.13[Nm] 0.20 0.42 0.35 0.41 0.49 0.33 0.55 0.44 0.56 0.37 Har.14[Nm] 0.48 0.49 0.61 0.23 0.38 0.24 0.63 0.70 0.63 0.52 Har.15[Nm] 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.37 0.44 0.42 0.68 0.66 0.59 0.50 Har.16[Nm] 0.53 0.88 0.69 1.69 1.21 1.67 0.47 0.25 0.52 0.65 Har.17[Nm] 0.27 0.38 0.36 4.46 5.10 4.61 1.54 2.31 1.82 1.82 Har.18[Nm] 2.30 2.63 2.90 1.52 2.19 2.07 0.34 0.44 0.67 1.91 Har.19[Nm] 1.37 1.46 1.72 1.00 1.58 1.23 0.45 0.70 0.18 1.12 Har.20[Nm] 0.23 0.26 0.28 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.37 0.39 Har.21[Nm] 0.33 0.23 0.18 0.28 0.09 0.18 0.32 0.41 0.24 0.20 
scenario 1 8.41 25.41 23.63 22.57 69.80 40.60 5.10 6.16 5.60 
scenario 2 1.59 2.51 2.18 2.52 2.47 2.62 1.72 1.76 1.78 
scenario 3 3.59 7.84 6.49 9.07 12.78 12.30 3.31 3.77 3.43 
scenario 4 0.38 3.74 2.03 5.10 18.93 12.85 0.72 0.85 0.68    
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Table 12 gives the FFT results for design cases (CASE 19 to CASE 27). (NOTE: Table 12 shows the 3rd third of the total cases in the three-barrier design).  Table 12: Torque ripple analysis of the three-barriers design (3/3 table) 
Parameter 
CASE 
19 
CASE 
20 
CASE 
21 
CASE 
22 
CASE 
23 
CASE 
24 
CASE 
25 
CASE 
26 
CASE 
27  A L3 L3 L3 L3 L3 L3 L3 L3 L3  B L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3  C L3 L3 L3 L1 L1 L1 L2 L2 L2  D L2 L2 L2 L3 L3 L3 L1 L1 L1  E L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3  G L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 Mean Har.1[Nm] 58.68 60.59 60.40 58.06 60.08 59.88 61.26 61.36 61.05 60.95 Har.2[Nm] 2.48 0.85 0.67 5.16 6.23 6.19 5.15 5.34 5.19 3.42 Har.3[Nm] 4.14 4.24 4.37 1.40 1.39 1.47 2.32 1.94 1.94 3.40 Har.4[Nm] 0.76 0.33 0.51 0.53 0.60 0.48 1.28 0.66 0.53 0.72 Har.5[Nm] 1.04 1.35 1.07 0.19 0.58 0.25 0.41 0.13 0.32 0.67 Har.6[Nm] 0.49 0.71 0.98 0.38 0.63 0.80 1.48 1.18 0.83 1.62 Har.7[Nm] 1.61 1.03 0.66 3.30 3.59 2.96 1.81 1.60 0.68 1.81 Har.8[Nm] 7.36 5.87 4.58 5.40 6.77 5.76 4.64 6.63 5.48 4.07 
Har.9[Nm] 1.26 0.95 1.15 18.89 18.62 18.41 13.51 11.35 10.97 7.46 Har.10[Nm] 5.18 3.74 3.25 4.27 4.23 4.30 3.43 1.51 1.91 3.23 Har.11[Nm] 0.73 0.20 0.40 2.16 2.65 2.93 1.13 1.87 2.02 0.94 Har.12[Nm] 0.17 0.36 0.22 0.57 1.29 1.06 1.32 1.53 1.36 0.65 Har.13[Nm] 0.17 0.31 0.16 0.11 0.27 0.17 0.20 0.22 0.03 0.37 Har.14[Nm] 0.13 0.05 0.22 0.69 0.86 0.69 0.78 0.64 0.50 0.52 Har.15[Nm] 0.16 0.22 0.02 0.67 0.75 0.85 0.81 0.67 0.77 0.50 Har.16[Nm] 0.46 0.27 0.46 0.82 0.18 0.50 0.23 0.92 0.57 0.65 Har.17[Nm] 0.89 1.10 1.20 0.97 2.09 2.16 0.23 0.48 0.82 1.82 Har.18[Nm] 1.49 0.58 0.48 1.33 2.45 2.48 4.20 4.84 4.88 1.91 Har.19[Nm] 0.09 0.84 0.91 1.43 0.56 0.48 4.07 4.01 4.21 1.12 Har.20[Nm] 0.07 0.46 0.34 1.05 0.92 0.79 0.30 0.41 0.28 0.39 Har.21[Nm] 0.34 0.23 0.17 0.10 0.01 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.20 
scenario 1 46.64 63.95 52.46 3.07 3.23 3.25 4.53 5.41 5.57  
scenario 2 2.02 2.56 2.77 1.18 1.10 1.13 1.29 1.33 1.41  
scenario 3 5.29 7.89 9.44 1.97 1.90 1.97 2.63 2.63 2.82  
scenario 4 2.56 12.75 17.09 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.19 0.15 0.20     
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6.3.1 Results of optimization by Design of Experiments Fig. 38 shows results of the DOE optimization obtained with the 1st scenario. The red-dashed circles denote that the best three-barrier design parameters                A (4 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), D (2 mm), E (22 mm), G (4 mm)                                                                 obtained at levels  L2, L1, L3, L1, L2 and L1, respectively.                                                                 
         Figure 38: DOE – the first scenario of the three-barrier design    Fig. 39 shows the DOE results obtained with the 2nd scenario. The red-dashed circles denote the best three-barrier design parameters A (4 mm), B (2 mm), C        (18 mm), D (2 mm), E (22 mm), G (4 mm) obtained at levels L2, L1, L3, L1, L2 and L1, respectively.                 Figure 39: DOE – the second scenario of the three-barrier design  
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Fig. 40 shows results of the DOE optimization obtained with the 3rd scenario, where the focus was on the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and the sum of the 2nd, 8th, and 9th harmonics. The red-dashed circles denote that the best three-barrier design parameters A (4 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), D (2 mm),  E      (22 mm), and G (2 mm) obtained at levels L2, L1, L3, L1, L2 and L1, respectively.             Figure 40: DOE – the third scenario of the three-barrier design  Fig. 41 shows the DOE results obtained with the 4th scenario where the focus was on the maximization of the ratio between the 1st harmonic and product of the 2nd, 8th, and 9th harmonics. The red-dashed circles indicate the best three-barrier design parameters A (4 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), D (2 mm), E (22 mm), G (2 mm) obtained at levels L2, L1, L3, L1, L2 and L1, respectively.              Figure 41: DOE – the fourth scenario of the three-barrier design  
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The best three-barrier design parameters determined by the DOE were:            A (4 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), D (2 mm), E (22 mm), and G (2 mm) at levels L2, L1, L3, L1, L2, and L1, respectively. Comparison of the DOE output results gave the best design at the design levels where the rotor design parameters were determined by the 3rd and 4th scenario (see Figs. 40 and 41). The best/optimal (marked by red circles) geometrical properties and the worst (the lowest points in the Figs.) design were determined. The best rotor design has the narrowest width of the magnetic flux barriers.  
 
6.3.2 Magnetic field density The comparison of magnetic field density distribution in the best and the worst rotor design is given below in Figs. 42 and 43, respectively.  Fig. 42 shows the best three-barrier design where the barriers are defined by parameters A (4 mm), B (2 mm), C (18 mm), D (2 mm), E (22 mm), and G (2 mm). The zoomed region is a close-view of the magnetic saturation, where the rotor is in position of the maximum torque.                Figure 42: Magnetic field density distribution in the best three-barrier design  Fig. 42 shows that the magnetic flux carriers have homogeneous magnetic field density distribution. In general, the best design has no magnetic saturation at the rotor angle, where the motor develops the maximum torque (i.e. the break down torque). 
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Fig. 43 shows the magnetic field density distribution in the cross-section of the worst three-barrier design. The rotor is determined by parameters: A (6 mm), B        (6 mm), C (12 mm), D (6 mm), E (22 mm), and G (2 mm).              Figure 43: Magnetic field density distribution in the worst three-barrier design  The comparison of magnetic field density distribution in the air gap for the best (green-dashed curve) and the worst (red-solid curve) rotor design is given below in Fig. 44. The geometry of the SynRM (nine slots per pole) is reflected in a sequence of nine peaks. In the best design the resulting signal drawn over the nine individual peak signals represents a sinusoid curve, while the resulting signal drawn over the nine peaks of the worst design significantly deviates from the sinusoid curve.     
 
  
  Figure 44:  Magnetic field density distribution in the air gap of SynRM with three-barrier design (comparison between the best and the worst design) la [mm] 
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6.3.3 Torque ripple analysis Fig. 45 shows the static torque characteristic (red curve) obtained with the DOE for the best three-barrier rotor design. The torque ripple analysis is given on the right side of the figure (blue bars). The first 20 high harmonics are presented (i.e. the most influential harmonics). Figure 45: Torque ripple analysis – the best three-barrier design   Fig. 46 shows the static torque characteristic of the worst three-barrier rotor design with torque ripple harmonic analysis on the right side. Figure 46: Torque ripple analysis – the worst three-barrier design 
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6.3.4 Discussion of results of the three-barrier design According to the initial design criteria (i.e. maximum ratio between average torque and the content of the ripple current), the three-barrier rotor design/geometry has the poorest  torque property compared to the one and the two-barrier designs.   The three-barrier design has in average a 15% and 25% lower average torque compared to the average torque of the one and two-barrier designs, respectively. However, it has the lowest content of the torque ripple harmonics (see Fig. 45), which could be attractive for sensitive drives where the minimum possible ripple is required.  

 63 
7     Conclusion The main objective of this Master thesis was the static torque ripple reduction of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor using Design of Experiments. Different rotor geometries (one, two, and three barrier configuration) and their influences on the static torque ripple signal (i.e. static torque (T) dependency on the load angle ()   (i.e. T() function) was studied. The main conclusions of my Master thesis are the following:  1. The results of the one-barrier rotor design show that the magnetic flux barrier  position with respect to the shaft and magnetic flux barrier´s width have a  strong impact on the torque ripple. The one-barrier design is at its optimum     when  the magnetic flux barrier is closest to the shaft (Level 1) and the  barrier width  is as narrow as possible (Level 1).   2. The two-barrier design is at its optimum when the magnetic flux barriers are positioned as far as possible from the shaft (Level 3) and the barrier´s widths are as narrow as possible (Level 1). The two-barrier design provides better performance (i.e. higher average torque and lower ripple torque presence) compared to the one-barrier design. The average torque of the two-barrier design is a 10% higher compared to the one-barrier design. The difference in the torque ripple signals of one-barrier and two-barrier designs occurs due to the different content of the most influential high harmonics.   3. The three-barrier design is at its optimum when the magnetic flux barrier´s widths are as narrow as possible. The optimum positioning of barriers differs according to the different optimization levels obtained by the DOE (the central barrier needs to be as far as possible from the shaft, while the inner and outer barriers need to be positioned in the middle – Level 2).  The three-barrier rotor design/geometry has the poorest torque characteristic compared to the one and 
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the two-barrier designs. The three-barrier design has in average a 15% and 25% lower average torque compared to the average torque of the one and two-barrier designs, respectively.    The comparison of the one, two, and three-barrier designs is given in Table 13. The table consists of the highest ratios defined by each optimization scenario. In order to evaluate results the following grading system was developed: the highest ratio: 3, the middle ratio: 2, the lowest ratio: 1. The evaluation results in the Table 13 indicate that the two-barrier rotor design was the best one (No.1, total grade: 11).  In addition, based on the comparison of the modelling and optimization of the one, two, and three-barrier rotor designs Eq. 7.1 was developed:   𝑁௦௦𝑝 ∗ 𝑁𝑀𝐹஻ ≠ 𝑖݊ݐ𝑖𝑔݁ݎ (7.1)   where 𝑁௦௦ is the number of the stator slots, 
p is the number of the rotor poles, 𝑁𝑀𝐹஻ is the number of the magnetic flux barriers.  Eq. 7.1 determines the ratio between the stator slots, the number of poles and the number of magnetic flux barriers. Based on the optimization output of this Master thesis the best design was defined with the two-barrier design. In the configuration with 36 stator slots and 4 poles, the two barrier design fits to this equation.   
Table 13: Overall comparison of the SynRM designs 
 
One-barrier Grade Two-barrier Grade Three-barrier Grade 1st scenario (max.) 115.12 2 208.44 3 69.80 1 2nd scenario (max.) 2.52 1 2.84 3 2.77 2 3rd scenario (max.) 14.87 2 15.15 3 12.78 1 4th scenario (max.) 102.59 3 46.03 2 18.93 1 
Total grade No.2 8 No.1 11 No.3 5 
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The overall analysis of the multi-barrier rotor designs of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor performed by combining the FFT analysis of the torque ripple harmonics and the DOE optimization approach shows the balance between the highest average torque on the shaft and the lowest torque ripple. Namely, the output results of the analysis indicate that the designs with the highest average torque do not have the best performance in terms of the torque ripple.  Further work could also include the machine prototyping based on the results of the FEM numerical analysis and the DOE optimization output obtained in this Master thesis.  
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Appendix A: Datasheet of steel M800-50A In this appendix values from the datasheet (Fig. 47 and 48) of the material M800-50A are given. The main parameter considered in the FEM numerical modelling is BH curve. The BH curve introduces magnetic saturation of the material. Points of the BH curve were taken from the table below (see the fourth column in Fig. 47).                      Figure 47: Datasheet of steel M800-50A (1)  
72                                         Datasheet of steel M800-50A  
 
                 Figure 48: Datasheet of steel M800-50A (2)  Figs. 47 and 48 – link to the reference:  https://cogent-power.com/cms-data/downloads/m800-50a.pdf [Last accessed: March 2017]     
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Appendix B: The SynRM geometry in Ansys Maxwell In this appendix the geometry of the one-barrier design of the Synchronous Reluctance Motor is described. Fig. 49 was taken from model in the Ansys Maxwell. The model consists of the cross-section of (see Fig. 49): 1. Stator layer (Material: M800-50A / see Appendix A) 2. Stator winding (Material: copper) a. Phase A (Colour code: red) b. Phase B (Colour code: yellow) c. Phase C (Colour code: green) 3. Rotor layer (Material: M800-50A) 4. Magnetic flux barrier (Material: air) 5. Shaft (Material: iron)                  Figure 49: SynRM geometry in Ansys Maxwell1 2a 2c 2b 4 3 5 
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Appendix C: Fast Fourier Transformation – Matlab code The following code describes how the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) for different SynRM designs was approached with the MATLAB (version R2013a). The code includes comments which refer to SynRM rotor designs with one, two, and three magnetic flux barriers. One barrier design considers 9 different design cases that require nine Fast Fourier Transformation cycles. In the two-barrier design, the computation power is increased while 81 design cases are considered in the analysis. The last rotor design, with three magnetic flux barriers has 729 design cases to be analyzed.  The effort would be too high to change each parameter manually for each of the designs. This fact leads into implementation of the for-loop in the Matlab code. The for-loops were nested one into the other because the FFT needs to be performed for all variations of design parameters.  
 
 Step by step code description: 1) Import CSV file with data exported from Ansys Maxwell after completed parametric analysis 2) Define initial parameters based on design parameters of the SynRM, sampling frequency, frequency of the rotor rotation, and total number of taken points during data acquisition   3) Separate imported values under proper parameters and save them into a matrix 4) Calculate FFT in for-loop for the first case 5) Auto-save figure in the specific folder 6) Increase counter for one and calculate FFT for the next design 7) Collect all results in one matrix (one column per design) 8) Convert data after finished FFT with all permutations back to the CSV file   
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 Appendix C.1: Complete code for the one-barrier SynRM design 
 
      data = 'Data1.csv'; 
  
      Time = dlmread(data,',',[1 0 91 0]); % Sampling time points 
         f = 1/60; % f => Rotation frequency in Hz  (1 rpm) 
       NoP = length(Time); % NoP => Number of points 
        Fs = NoP*f; % Sampling frequency in Hz  
     Index = NoP/4; 
 Fig_width = 16; % figure width in inches 
Fig_height = 8; % figure height in inches 
Resolution = Fs/NoP; % Sampling resolution 
 Harmonics = ([0:Index-1]'*Resolution)/f;          
   x = 0; % Set initial counter to zero 
         a = [4 8 12]; % Variations of the paramater A [mm] 
         b = [3 6 9]; % Variations of the paramater B [mm] 
  
         T = []; % Torque values imported in matrix (from Maxwell) 
         M = []; % FFT results saved in matrix 
  
 
for i = 1:length(b) 
     
    for j = 1:length(a) 
         
       a1 = a(j); 
       b1 = b(i); 
        
        x = x + 1; % Counter 
        
   T(:,x) = dlmread(data,',',[1 x 91 x]);   
       S1 = fft(T(:,x),NoP); 
       S1 = S1(1:Index); 
       S1 = S1/NoP; 
S1(2:end) = 2*S1(2:end); 
   M(:,x) = abs(S1); 
           
       figure('visible', 'off');  
            subplot(1,2,1) % Torque in dependency of the time 
            plot(Time*6,T(:,x),'red')  
            set(gca,'XTickMode','Manual'); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:15/4:15) 
            set(gca,'YTickMode','Manual'); 
            set(gca,'YTick', -120:10:120); 
            set(gca,'YLim',[-120 120]) 
            set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman') 
            grid on 
 
            xlabel('Angle [deg]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
            ylabel('Torque [Nm]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
title(['Static Torque at a = ',num2str(a1),' mm and b = 
',num2str(b1),' mm'],'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold', 
'Color','red'); 
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            subplot(1,2,2) % Bar plot with harmonics 
            bar(Harmonics, M(:,x))  
            set(gca,'XTickMode','Manual'); 
            set(gca,'XTick',0:1:20); 
            set(gca,'XLim', [-2 22]); 
            set(gca,'YTickMode','Manual'); 
            set(gca,'YTick', 0:5:100); 
            set(gca,'YLim', [0 100]); 
            set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman') 
            grid on 
 
            xlabel('Harmonic','FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
            ylabel('Torque [Nm]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
title(['Harmonics at a = ',num2str(a1),' mm and b = 
',num2str(b1),' mm'], 'FontSize',10, 'FontWeight', 
'bold', 'Color','blue') 
  
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition', [0 0 Fig_width Fig_height]);  
% Setting figure dimensions 
 
saveas(gcf,['Figure',num2str(x)],'png')  
% Save figures to specific folder 
    end 
end 
  
 
dlmwrite('SynRM7_Harmonics_All.csv', M, ',', 2)  
% Export FFT results to CSV 
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 Appendix C.2:  Complete code for the two-barrier SynRM design 
 
       data = 'Data2.csv'; 
 
       Time = dlmread(data,',',[1 0 91 0]); % Sampling time points 
          f = 1/60; % f => Rotation frequency in Hz  (1 rpm) 
        NoP = length(Time); % NoP => Number of points 
         Fs = NoP*f; % Sampling frequency in Hz  
      Index = NoP/4; 
  Fig_width = 16; % figure width in inches 
 Fig_height = 8; % figure height in inches 
 Resolution = Fs/NoP; % Sampling resolution 
  Harmonics = ([0:Index-1]'*Resolution)/f; 
          x = 0; % Set initial counter to zero 
          a = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater A [mm] 
          b = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater B [mm] 
          c = [14 16 18]; % Variations of the paramater C [mm] 
          d = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater D [mm] 
  
          T = []; % Torque values imported from Maxwell 
          M = []; % FFT results in matrix 
  
 
for l = 1:length(d) 
  
    for k = 1:length(c) 
  
        for j = 1:length(b) 
  
            for i = 1:length(a) 
                 
               a1 = a(i); 
               b1 = b(j); 
               c1 = c(k); 
               d1 = d(l); 
                
                x = x + 1; % Counter 
                 
           T(:,x) = dlmread(data,',',[1 x 91 x]); 
               S1 = fft(T(:,x),NoP); 
               S1 = S1(1:Index); 
               S1 = S1/NoP; 
        S1(2:end) = 2*S1(2:end); 
           M(:,x) = abs(S1); 
  
           figure('visible', 'off');  
                subplot(1,2,1) % Torque in dependency of the time 
                plot(Time*6,T(:,x),'red')  
                set(gca,'XTickMode','Manual'); 
                set(gca,'XTick',0:15/4:15) 
                set(gca,'YTickMode','Manual'); 
                set(gca,'YTick', -120:10:120); 
                set(gca,'YLim',[-120 120]) 
                set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman'); 
                grid on 
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xlabel('Angle[deg]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight', 
'bold') 
 
ylabel('Torque[Nm]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight', 
'bold') 
 
title(['Static Torque at a = ',num2str(a1), 
' mm, b = ',num2str(b1),' mm, c = ',num2str(c1), 
' mm and d = ',num2str(d1), 
'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold', 'Color','red'); 
  
                subplot(1,2,2) % Bar plot with harmonics 
                bar(Harmonics, M(:,x))  
                set(gca,'XTickMode','Manual'); 
                set(gca,'XTick',0:1:20); 
                set(gca,'XLim', [-2 22]); 
                set(gca,'YTickMode','Manual'); 
                set(gca,'YTick', 0:5:100); 
                set(gca,'YLim', [0 100]); 
                set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman'); 
                grid on 
 
                xlabel('Harmonic','FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
             ylabel('Torque[Nm]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight', 
    'bold') 
 
title(['Harmonics at a = ',num2str(a1), 
' mm and b = ',num2str(b1),' mm c = ',num2str(c1), 
' mm and d = ', num2str(d1),'mm'], 
'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold', 'Color','blue') 
  
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition',  
[0 0 Fig_width Fig_height]);  
% Setting figure dimensions 
 
saveas(gcf,['Figure',num2str(x)],'png')  
% Save figures to specific folder 
 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
 
dlmwrite('SynRM8_Harmonics_All.csv', M, ',', 2)  
% Export FFT results to CSV 
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 Appendix C.3:  Complete code for the three-barrier SynRM design 
       data = 'Data3.csv'; 
       Time = dlmread(data,';',[1 0 91 0]); % Sampling time points 
          f = 1/60; % f => Rotation frequency in Hz  (1 rpm) 
        NoP = length(Time); % NoP => Number of points 
         Fs = NoP*f; % Sampling frequency in Hz  
      Index = NoP/4; 
  Fig_width = 16; % figure width in inches 
 Fig_height = 8; % figure height in inches 
 Resolution = Fs/NoP; % Sampling resolution 
  Harmonics = ([0:Index-1]'*Resolution)/f;  
    x = 0; % Set initial counter to zero 
          a = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater A [mm] 
          b = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater B [mm] 
          c = [12 14 16]; % Variations of the paramater C [mm] 
          d = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater D [mm] 
          e = [20 22 24]; % Variations of the paramater E [mm] 
          g = [2 4 6]; % Variations of the paramater G [mm] 
          T = []; % Torque values imported from Maxwell 
          M = []; % FFT results in matrix 
  
for n = 1:length(g)   
  
    for m = 1:length(e) 
  
        for l = 1:length(d) 
  
            for k = 1:length(c) 
  
                for j = 1:length(b) 
  
                    for i = 1:length(a) 
                       a1 = a(i); 
                       b1 = b(j); 
                       c1 = c(k); 
                       d1 = d(l); 
                       e1 = e(m); 
                       g1 = g(n); 
                        
                        x = x + 1; % Counter 
                         
                   T(:,x) = dlmread(data,';',[1 x 91 x]); 
                       S1 = fft(T(:,x),NoP); 
                       S1 = S1(1:Index); 
                       S1 = S1/NoP; 
                S1(2:end) = 2*S1(2:end); 
                   M(:,x) = abs(S1); 
  
                   figure('visible', 'off');  
subplot(1,2,1)  
% Torque in dependency of the time 
                        plot(Time*6,T(:,x),'red')  
                        set(gca,'XTickMode','Manual'); 
                        set(gca,'XTick',0:15/4:15) 
                        set(gca,'YTickMode','Manual'); 
                        set(gca,'YTick', -120:10:120); 
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                        set(gca,'YLim',[-120 120]) 
                        set(gca, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman'); 
                        grid on 
 
xlabel('Angle[deg]','FontSize',10,'FontWeigh
t','bold') 
 
ylabel('Torque[Nm]','FontSize',10,'FontWeigh
t','bold') 
 
title(['Static Torque at a = ',num2str(a1), 
' mm, b = ',num2str(b1),' mm, c = ', 
num2str(c1),' mm, d = ',num2str(d1), 
' mm, e = ',num2str(e1), 
' mm and g = ',num2str(g1), 
' mm'],'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold', 
'Color','red'); 
  
                        subplot(1,2,2) % Bar plot with harmonics 
                        bar(Harmonics, M(:,x))  
                        set(gca,'XTickMode','Manual'); 
                        set(gca,'XTick',0:1:20); 
                        set(gca,'XLim', [-2 22]); 
                        set(gca,'YTickMode','Manual'); 
                        set(gca,'YTick', 0:5:100); 
                        set(gca,'YLim', [0 100]); 
                        set(gca,'FontName', 'Times New Roman'); 
                        grid on 
                        
xlabel('Harmonic','FontSize',10,'FontWeight'
,'bold') 
 
ylabel('Torque 
[Nm]','FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold') 
 
title(['Harmonics at a = ',num2str(a1),' mm, 
b = ',num2str(b1),' mm, c = ',num2str(c1),' 
mm, d = ',num2str(d1),' mm, e = ', 
num2str(e1),' mm and g = ',num2str(g1), 
' mm'],'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold', 
'Color','blue') 
  
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition',  
[0 0 Fig_width Fig_height]);  
% Setting figure dimensions 
 
saveas(gcf,['Figure',num2str(x)],'png')  
% Save figures to specific folder 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
dlmwrite('SynRM9_Harmonics_All.csv', M, ',', 2)  
% Export FFT results to CSV 
